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Actor, activist speaks on 
strength of democracy 
Dreyfuss addresses scholarship luncheon, urges 
youth to take interest in proper political principles 
m TOM BEFIT ER 
CONTRIBUTING WR/TIR 
JMU held its annual Endowed Scholarship 
Luncheon yesterday, al the Festival Conference 
and Student Center Ballnxim. 
About 400 scholarship recipients, donors .ind 
parents attended the luncheon, at which Academy 
Award-winning actor and political activist Richard 
Dreyfuss delivered the keynote speech. 
Dreyfuss. who is currently an Oxford University 
student, appeared in such films as "Jaws," "Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind." and The Goodbye 
drl," for which he won the Oscar for Best Actor in 
1978. 
"I've had three ambitions in my life," Dreyfuss 
began. "One was to become an actor; one was to 
become a senator for New York or California; and 
one was to become a history teacher" He clarified: 
"But I did not want to be an office-holder — I just 
wanted to be involved in politics " 
There is a product as popular as movies that 
our country sells: Democracy. Democracy is the 
Microsoft of our government's business — and we 
are its salesmen ... [But] unlike Jaguars, people do 
not always operate at peak efficiency; we must re- 
alize that democracy relies on the tnoughtfulness 
of the people." 
Dreyfuss elaborated the importance of instilling, 
within American youth fundamental democratic 
pnnciples, which he defined as "tools of reason, logic, 
civility, dissent and debate."  Me expressed concern 
at the tendency to remove these obligations from 
the forum of the general populace, to reserve them 
for higher institutions of "niche-learning", and, on a 
lower level, to "fold civics lessons into high school 
histon classes, where the) lade into mythology." 
More than once he reminded his audience: "Ci- 
vility is the oxygen required by democracy." 
Dreyfuss addressed, as well, the current me- 
dia climate and its tendency to promote shouting 
matches as a means of interpreting politics. 
"We no longer address our issues without the 
melodrama of name-calling and finger-pointing — 
if I advocate teaching civics, I must have a hidden 
agenda. ...We can become victims of the hypnosis 
of political madness. |But| 1 am not a cynic, nor am 
I a conspiracy freak." He referenced James Madi- 
son's "Federalist 10" and reiterated the necessity of 
"the social contract to agree to disagree." 
DnyftlM concluded with an affirmation, st.tt- 
ing it was not "the poetry of liberalism or conser- 
vatism" that he wished to promote, but an un- 
deniable fact of importance and necessity: 'The 
teaching of civility." 
Joanne Carr, senior vice president of JMU's Di- 
vision of University Advancement, gave an open- 
ing address and introduced the presenters and re- 
cipients of the afternoon's highlight awards. 
During the luncheon, awards also were given 
to students. 
The Raymond C. Dingledine 5r. Endowment 
see DREYFUSS. page 5 
CASEY TEMPlirTON/wiiw phtiioxrap/itr 
Richard Dreyfuss delivers the keynote speech at the 
Endowed Scholarship luncheon yesterday. 
Happy Birthday Mr. President 
KVIN DYSON'j. 
President Madison looks on as students and faculty honor his legacy. 
T phHofraphrr 
James Madison turns 255, celebrates with cake 
■Y DOMINIC DESMOND 
CONTUBUmc WHTTTf 
A handful of faculty and stu- 
dents braved the wind and low 
temperature yesterday together 
around the James Madison stat- 
ue and say "Happy Birthday" 
to the 255-year namesake of 
IMU, and to get a piece of birth- 
day cake in the process. 
The wreath-laying ceremo- 
ny to honor James Madison 
began at 10:30 a.m. under blus- 
tery conditions   Mark  Warner, 
senior vice president of stu- 
dent affairs, said the ceremony 
aimed to honor femes Madison 
and "the myriad ways he has 
influenced us." 
Student Body President 
Wesh Spencer said commemo- 
rating Madison's birthday is 
celebrating scholarly pursuits. 
"He is the education president," 
Spencer said 
The ceremony also served to 
recognize a number of students' 
achievements as the 1787 Society 
inducted 11 new members. 
Junior Melody Martin was 
arwarded the 2006 Donald 
Robertson Scholarship. The 
scholarship derives its name 
from James Madison's first 
teacher. 
Sophomores Sarah Wagoner 
and Katie Cnswell stuck out the 
cold to meet President Madison 
and because they are "obsessed 
withJMU." 
"We didn't even know then- 
was a 1787 Society," Wagoner 




on Iraqi roadside 
Fox kidnapped, held hostage 
since late November 
■v TOM BEPPLER 
CONTFIMtllXi'. WR/TfR 
The State Department 
confirmed last Friday that the 
body of former EMU student 
and peace aebvist Tom Fox 
MTU discovered in Iraq on 
Much 9 
Fox's body was found 
wrapped in a blanket on a 
main road of the Daoudi neigh- 















on his body. 
Fox, who had traveled to 
Iraq on behalf of the Chicago- 
based activist group Christian 
Peacemaker Teams, was abduct- 
ed and taken hostage in Baghdad 
Fox 
on November 26,2005. 
He was kidnapped along 
with three other members of 
Christian Peacemaker Teams: 
Canadians James Lonev, 41; 
Harmeet Singh Sooden, 32; 
and Briton Norman Kember. 
74. The previously unknown 
Swords of Righteousness 
Brigade had claimed respon- 
sibility for the kidnappings. 
The whereabouts of Fox's fel- 
low hostages remain unknown. 
they were last seen in a February 
28 video broadcast on the al- 
Jazeera television network, in 
which Fox did not appear. 
According to a March 12 
Associated Press article. Fox's 
work in Iraq included escort- 
ing shipments of medicine to 
clinics and hospitals, meet- 
ing with Iraqis prisoners, and 
developing with locals plans 
to form an Islamic Peacemaker 
Team. He also is said to have 
protested Israel's construction 
of a separation barner in the 
West Bank, where he sat in 
front of bulldozers to block 
them and helped Palestinians 




Delta Chi and 
Hillel receive 
capital to travel 
vt MARV CZARTSY 
CONTUBUTtSC IVRJTER 
Tuesday night, the SGA 
granted two organizations funds 
to support leadership develop- 
ment conferences. 
The Delta Chi Fraternity was 
granted $1,190 to cover regis- 
trahon fees for a number of its 
members to attend a national 
confimnce, 
Delta Chi President sopho- 
more Todd Moore presented 
the bill and maintained giving 
members of the fraternity this 
opportunity would have a trick- 
le-down effect for the university, 
as those who go on the trip will 
be able to give back to the JMU 
community. 
Debate sparked over 
whether or not all efforts 
had been exercised by the 
fraternity to fund raise. Senior 
Cory Winter opposed the bill 
and said. "This should only 
be used as a last resort, after 
all fundraising options are 
exhausted." 
The Jewish-student orga- 
nization Hillel also received a 
$1,444 reimbursement for a con- 
ference that members attended 
this year. Sophomore president 
Drew Haynes cited the wealth 
of programs the organization 
brings to JMU and argued that 
the money was necessary "to 
work for the future to continue 
to bnng such amazing programs 
and develop leadership skills 
among our members." 
Senior senator Geary Cox led 
opposition to the bill and said 
while Hillel is not a front-end- 
budgeted organization, this is 
not cause enough to support the 
bill. "We can't give money to 
the organization tor a debt they 
might incur next year as a result 
of this," Cox said. 
In the end, both groups were 
granted their requests. 
SGA also is prepanng to kick 
off its new campaign to replace 
the "All Together One" opera- 
tion. Student Body President 
Wesh Spencer spoke on the new 
"Be the Change" program that 
is getting off the ground to pro- 
mote campus unity. 
Senior treasurer Cina 
MMIIOM dlfCUMcd the upcom- 
ing distribution of program 
grants to clubs and orga- 
nizations across campus. 
Applications will be available 
on the SGA Web site, and all 
clubs and organizations are 
encouraged to apply. 
The Senate is gearing up for 
the major elections to be held 
March 30 for Executive Council 
and Student Representative to 
the BOV Elections, and April 6 
for Class Council and Academic 
College Senators Elections. 
Orange Band: anti-apathy 
Campaign starts with open-forums, celebrity visit 
iv BHK> MARIINE/ 
CONTMBUTtHC WR1TZK 
The OrangeBand Initiative's 
Anti-Apathy Campaign kicked 
off this week with open-forum 
discussions, a presentation from 
Richard Dreyfuss and the intro- 
duction of a new online com- 
munity, in order to inspire con- 
versation about a wide range 
of issues. 
lust back from a nation- 
al activism conference. 
OrangeBand is spreading know- 
how about their svstem for cre- 
ating forums for discussion to 
communities across the country. 
The JMU chapter ol 
OrangeBand is a non-partisan 
gn>up dedicated to encouraging 
conversation about important 
issues thnmgh forums and the 
distribution of orange bands, 
the orange strips of cloth that 
are at OrangeBand events that 
are  not   given  out,   but   rather 
made available to everyone for 
the taking. 
"|There is| a new under- 
standing of what an OrangeBand 
chapter is; it's not full of people 
that want to talk respectfully 
about important issues," said 
founder and faculty member Kai 
Degner ('03). "It's full of people 
who want to create spaces for 
people to talk respectfully about 
important issues." 
The Anb-Apathy Campaign, 
organized primarily by mem- 
bers of the Honors Learning 
Community, is the group's main 
effort this March. Degner said 
it is simpler than OrangeBand's 
broad purpose, focusing on the 
central theme of dialogue. 
"Dialog is action," Degner 
said. "Not all talk leads to action, 
but all effective action seems 
to come fn>m n*spectful dialog 
between people of different par- 
ties. One way to combat apathy 
is to simply talk about what wi 
I are about." 
Degner said this endeavor 
caught the attention of actor 
EUCMfd Dreyfuss. Dreyfuss is 
connected with the Anti-Apathy 
co-sponsor International Beliefs 
and Values Instttute, managed 
by psychology professor Craig 
Sheely. Dreyfuss heard about 
OrangeBand, and also came for 
JMU's "Be the Change" cam- 
paign, which began this week. 
Dreyfuss spoke yesterday 
at TDU at 4 p.m. before the 
final round of the Madison Cup 
debate in Wilson Hall. Rather 
than having events. OrangeBand 
will open forums for discussion 
at TDU starting today, and will 
run daily through tne end of 
March. Orange bands will be 
available at the discussions 
"We're hoping people will be 
asking each other, 'Hey, what's 
your   orange   band?'"   Degner 
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Gl Anthony-Seeger Hall 
MSC6805 
Jamas Madison Univers'ty 
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807 
Phooa: (540) 568-6127 
Fax: (5401 568-6736 
POLICE LOG 
BY KKI.I.Y FIMIKK SBWNM UKIIIK 
Possession of marijuana 
A JMU student was charged with pos- 
session ot mari|uana at Huffman Hall 
Feb 27 at 12:36 p.m 
Property damage 
A JMU employee reported damage to 
a parking meter on the north side ol 
Sheldon Hall between Feb. 27 at 7:29 
p.m. and Feb. 28 at 10:08 a.m. 
A JMU employee reported that the 
rear glass ot a vehicle parked in R8 
Lot was broken March 8 between 1:47 
and 2:47 p.m. 
Vandalism 
A JMU employee reported that two 
walls were defaced at the steps be- 
tween Godwin Hall and Gibbons Hall 
Feb 28 
A JMU employee reported spray paint 
on a James Madison statue at vamer 
House between March 7 and March 8 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported Ihe theft ot an 
unattended JAC Card from a cubby at 
UREC March 1 between 6 and 7:10 p.m. 
A JMU employee reported theft ol 
a wind screen surrounding a tennis 
court behind Mr Chips March 3 be- 
tween midnight and 8 30 a.m. 
Alcohol violation 
A JMU student was charged with an 
alcohol violation in B2 Lot March 2 at 
9:20 p.m. 
Number of parking tickets since Aug 
29 18,620 




Take Back the Night 
Take Back the Night is sponsor- 
ing an event dedicated to light- 
ing violence and sexual assault 
which will include professional 
speakers, bands, a campus 
march and a speakout The 
event will take place March 
28 at 5 p.m on the commons 




Psychology Peer Advisors pres- 
ents the program 'Everything You 
Need to Know About Finding a Job 
oi Internship" March 20 at 7 p.m. in 
Ihe basement ol Moody Ha* This 

























■ How to place a classified. Go to www.lhebreeze.org and 
click on the classified link or come into the office weekdays 
between 8 a m and 5 p m ■ Cost $5 00 tor the first 10 
words. S3 for each additional 10 words, boxed classified, 
$10 per column inch. ■ Deadlines noon Friday lor Monday 
issue, noon Tuesday for Thursday issue ■ Classifieds 
must be paid in advance in The Breeze office 
Contact Us 
The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday 
mornings and distributed throughout James 
Madison University and the local Hamsonburg 
community Comments and complaints should 
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Located above Dairy Queen 
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite \ I 
HarrisonburgVA 22801 
MISSION 
The Breeze, the student-run news- 
paper ot James Madison University, 
serves student and (acuity reader- 
ship by reporting news involving the 
campus and local community. The 
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair 
in its reporting and firmly believes in 
its First Amendment rights 
'March Specials 
i win 'Massage J40.1V 
Mini '(•i\ii/ Wrap 
Manicun/Pedicun comvc   yo ,v 
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• i.1 ■J.IMMIM.) Sessions H5.0d 
New Beds!! 
Wafk-lns Welcome 






JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
Old European Cut Diamond 0.47Cts. 
Clarity-VS2 Color-HI 
1940 's I4K Gold 0,12Cts. Diamond Setting 
ZZdj. This Week $1,500 
"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com 
Hamsonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC 
C. Larry Written, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD lows E. Nelson III, MD 
Michael J. BotttoeA MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD 
Sherry L MongcXd. FNP  Catherine E. Flittenhou.se. FNP 
Now Accepting Appointments 
hunger knows no boundaries ** Hunger knows no boundaries ~ hunger kno* 
Monday - Friday 8 30-5:00 
Local (540) 434-3831 
Toll Free (800) 545-3348 



















M U N G L K -~:.:r 
1/ M      R J JVnows  IMojjoundanes 
What is Needed? 
Ili-rr i- a li-i ul food* nseded in priorit) order: 
1. Canned Meal 
2. Canned Vegetables 
!. Canned FVuil 
I. Canned Stews. Soups 
.V  Boxed Grains. Pastas, Cereals 
Campus-Wide Canned Food Drive 
to benefit £>Iue Ridge Ar<=a |rood £>anlc 
28 February to 26 April 
% c 
t. 10:15 - H|.ni)    • 
Opening Event iadeveland HaBP»y« 
Please join "-■ 
•Hun^ Here inOur Community - 
kT„«te of the World in Miniature  
wi";; !;•- *w 
What can you do? 
Viur groii|i/iifllri7rluHs citn easily 
hold u simple looil collection. 
Fur tipe & support, visit 
www.jmii.edu/international/hungei 
or ronluct Dan - 
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Festival Information Desk 
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Sponsored \>\ 5 
< II In r <if liitcrniilioiial I'ru^rums 3- 
Major I n-S|i r~ 9 
Psychology Peer ^dvislna—Community Service Learnina -1 
Universit) Program Board~~Ofllce of Residence Life a 
Uhletica-~Faeilitien Management*-"-Stndenl Organisation Services ^ 
;er knows no boundat.< jei knows no boundaries - fiungei knows no boundaries - hunger knows no boundaries - hunger knows no boundaries 
Please Give Generously 
CAMPUS 
Rachana Dixil, Ffditor 
Drew Lepp. bditor 
bmzcnews® hotmiiUom 





KELLY CONN IFF 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
A recent Supreme Court decision said major financial 
drawbacks will be in store for state-funded schools that 
do not allow military recruiters on campus. 
On March 6. the Supreme Court unanimously voted 
to uphold a law which allows the Secretary of Defense to 
deny federal funds to colleges that do not comply with 
recruitment policies. The law said state-funded schools 
must allow recruiters on campus, otherwise, they could 
be forced to forfeit federal funds. 
"We have to allow federal recruiters because we're receiv- 
ing federal funding," said JMU spokesman Andy Perrine. 
According the law, if any school, challenges the pres- 
ence of military recruiters on campus, the school would 
lose funding such as money for research grants. Over $35 
billion worth of federal funds is earmarked yearly for 
state-funded schools like JMU. 
The Daily News-Record reported on this issue in a 
March 7 article, and cited the importance of the decision. 
They specifically mentioned part of Chief Justice John 
Roberts' argument, where he stated that campus visits 
are an effective recruiting tool. 
However, the article also noted that the decision only 
has implications for schools that have found fault witn 
recruitment policies. 
'This decision doesn't really affect us," Pemnesaid. "Re- 
cruiters come to campus a lot and are always welcome." 
This Supreme Court decision upholds a previous 
law concerning the issue of federal funding and military 
recruitment on college campuses. The Solomon Amend- 
ment, passed in 19%, specifically gives the Secretary of 
Defense the ability to deny funds to institutions of higher 
education that actively prohibit the activities of ROTC or 
military recruitment on campus. 
Several groups, including the Forum for Academic 
and Institution Rights, brought this lav\suit against 
the Secretary of Defense. FAIR is comprised of several 
law schools and believes that the acceptance of federal 
funds should not be contingent on allowing military 
recruiters on campus. 
They protest the presence of recruiters because they 
disagree with the US military's policies regarding homo- 
sexuals in the military. By allowing recruiters on campus. 
they feel as if they are being forced to support them and 
advocate a policy that they do not approve. 
Other plaintiffs involved in the lawsuit cited prob- 
lems with deceptive recruiting practices and the war in 
Iraq. Some students agreed with this viewpoint. 
"School funding shouldn't be dependent on the 
presence of military recruiters," said sophomore Ka- 
tie Goracke. "It sends a message that the government 
is only concerned about the v\ar. 
Despite the overwhelming agreement of the Su- 
preme Court on the issue. Chief Justice John Roberts 
also mentioned that students and faculty who do not 
agree with the decision have the ability "to voice their 
disapproval of the military's message." 
Military recruiters are visible at a variety of venues 
on campus, and JMU maintains their support of the pro- 
gram. "We figure our students are smart enough to know 
what they want to do, and we want to expose them to 
what's available," Perrine said. 
Band director 
asked to judge 
Dublin parade 
■v AMANDA WRSON 
CONTRIBUTNG WRtTfR 
Pat Rooney, director of JMU's 
Marching Royal Dukes since 1982, 
was selected to judge the St. Pat- 
rick's Day Festival Parade in Dub- 
lin, Ireland, on March 17. 
When the Marching Royal 
Dukes performed in Dublin in 2003, 
they made an impression on the 
Irish tounst officials, who invited 
Rooney to judge this competition 
"Being the director of such a fine 
program as JMU's gives me opportunities to do these kinds of 
events." Rooney said. 
I Ins is the first time Rooney will be judging the com- 
petition, although it is not the first invitation he has re- 
ceived. Roonev had to decline a previous invitation to 
judge the competition due to a scheduling conflict. 
"Dr. Rooney has constantly been a positive influ- 
ence and inspiration to each member of the March- 
ing Royal Dukes," said senior lesha Leonard. "He is 
the type of person that truly makes a strong impact 
on the people around him and his environment." 
Rooney 
Students walk by collection bin for the olP canned food collection drive In EHiall. Similar bine are available across campus. 
oIP kicks off campus-wide food drive 
BY MARY CZARSTY 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
On February 28th, the Office 
of International Programs began 
the "Hunger Knows No Bound- 
aries." a campus-wide canned 
food drive designed to address 
the issue of hunger in the Har- 
risonburg community. 
The oIP is working in con- 
junction with student organiza- 
tions and other university of- 
fices across campus during the 
two-month-long drive. The food 
collected will benefit the Blue 
Ridge Area Food Bank. 
"Hunger Knows No Boundar- 
ies," was designated as the theme 
in order to address the fact that 
even wealthy nations such as the 
United States still have many peo- 
ple struggling to feed themselves. 
According to the 2000 Census, 
25 percent of Harnsonburg resi- 
dents are living below the poverty 
line. Over 37 counties and cities rely 
on the Blue Ridge Area food bank 
for supplies, and the food stink is 
currently in short supply. 
Lorie Merrow, head of the 
project and International Stu- 
dent Adviser at the olP, said 
that inspiration for the project 
took her by surprise. 
"I saw some publicity about the 
Food Bank being low and wanted 
to run a collection within our office 
— a small, simple collection — it 
was |Dan Hale, Outreach and Pro- 
gram Development Coordinator's 
brainchild to make it a whole-cam- 
pus dnve." Currently, 28 organiza- 
tions have volunteered to host in- 
dividual dnves and collections to 
contribute to the overall project. 
The oIP has events planned for 
the rest of the semester in order to 
collect as much food as possible. On 
March 22, a benefit concert is sched- 
uled at 6 p.m. in TDU to help pro- 
mote the "Food Fight" Campaign. 
The campaign is sponsored by 
Psychology Peer Advisers, and will 
take place next week, from March 
21 to 24. JMU will be in competition 
with Virginia Tech to see who can 
collect the most canned food items 
A "Clean Your Plate" night, 
sponsored by Community Service 
learning, will take place in D-hall 
from April 17 to 21 to see how 
much food goes to waste every day. 
The final event for die project will 
be a Hunger Banquet on April 26. 
Merrow said the oIP is excited 
to be doing something locally be- 
cause, "working in International 
Programs, one regularly thinks a 
lot about very difficult, complicat- 
ed and often controversial global 
difficulties. The "Hunger Knows 
No Boundaries" food drive offers 
relief from the overwhelming chal- 
lenges of the wider world and al- 
lows us to do something concrete 
for people around us." 
The food bank has said they es- 
pecially need the following, in pri- 
ority order: canned meat, canned 
vegetables, canned fruit, canned 
sU'i\s and soups and boxed grains. 
pastas and cereals 
Collection sites are located 
all over campus, including Car- 
rier Library, D-hall, the Health 
and Human Services building, oIP 
International Student and Scholar 
Services Office in the Cleveland 
Hall Lobby, oIP Main Office at 
1077 S. Main St., University Infor- 
mation Desk at The Fesbval Cen- 
ter and the URFC lobby 
Organi/abons and dubs can get 
involved by visiting the oIP website 
at unvu\jmu.edut'international 
Students provide 
relief for residents 
in Gulf Coast region 
B\ COREY GOCCINS 
COMMITTING WRITER 
Four (MU-affiliated Alternative 
Spring Break trips traveled to the 
Gulf Coast last week to help with re- 
buildingand relief. 
Upon arrival, the volunteers dis- 
covered significantly more destruc- 
tion than they expected. 
"There is still so much work to be 
done in the gulf region, and unfortu- 
nately, I think most people assunu* 
that more has been done to help the 
victims of the hurricane," said senior 
Tami Parker, co-leader of the Com- 
munity Service-Learning sponsored 
trip to in Bogalusa, LA. "I could go 
on forever by how devastating the 
situabon was." 
Sophomore Katie Piwowarczyk, 
who served in St. Bernard Pansh, 
about 10 minutes outside of New Or- 
leans, with the Lutheran Presbyterian 
Campus Ministry found the same con- 
dibons. "If s been 6 months and it looks 
like it happened yesterday," she said. 
The volunteers spent the week 
gutting houses, removing debns and 
demolishing houses bevond repair 
1'iwowarczyk's group worked 
on one house all week because the 
homeowner wanted to use the skel- 
eton of the house and rebuild. 
"We took everything out of the 
house, including refngerators with 
food still in them, imagine the smell, 
couches, TVs, beds, clothes, toys — 
evenrthlflt/ she said. 
Parker said, most people just 
plan to bulldo/e their homes be- 
cause it is expensive to gut them. 
Many of the volunteers got the 
chance to visit New Orleans, where 
they discovered the French Quarter 
was in drastically better condition 
than the rest of the Culf Coast. 
Krisbn McDuffie, co-leaderof the 
CS-L sponsored tnp, said the differ- 
ence between the the French Quarter 
and the Ninth Ward unbelievable. 
She described the Ninth Ward 
as a ghost town. "No one was there 
except for a few disaster relief work- 
ers and one woman who had come 
back to help clean out her house," 
she said. "Each house was sprav- 
painted, detailing the date it was 
inspected and the number of dead 
bodies found.  It was truly chilling." 
Although tru-rr is a lot of work 
left to do, McDuffie, said "there was 
r.iivK a person we came across that 
wouldn't honk their homs and wave 
or slop in otter their appreciation." 
"Many residents also expressed 
to us how they felt that the major- 
ity  of support  came neither from 
pholnomnr.) «.| K Sill |1V.OWM« V\ K 
Brldgewater student Tiffany Bradley, theater professor Emily 
Beecher and Junior Philip Mlllerson III scoop up a water mocca- 
sin they found while gutting a house. 
the federal, state, or local gov- 
ernments nor from FEMA — but 
from the community and from 
volunteers witling to lend a 
hand," McDuffie said. "Even if 
we weren't working on a particu- 
lar person's house, I think it still 
gave them hope that there are 
people out there that still care. 
that still remember, that haven't 
forgotten about them " 
The tnps, sponsored by JMU's 
CS-L, the Catholic Campus Min- 
istry, the Canterburv Episcopal 
Campus Mmistrv. and the Lu- 
theran Presbvtenan Campus 
Ministry, were mostly compnsed 
of |ML students 
GWTJ's mental health policy draws attention 
•v JACKII COLE 
mwMMm 
The case of a suspended George 
Washington University student has 
drawn nationwide attention on how 
college campuses may deal with suicid- 
al students, as well as liability questions 
lor when a student commits suicide. 
According to a March 10 article in 
The Washington Post, GWU sophomore 
lordan Nott checked himself Into il"' 
university's hospital because he was 
depressed and tmnking about suicide. 
Within a day and a half of arriving to 
the hospital, he received ,1 letter trom a 
GWU administrator saying his "endan- 
gering behavior" violated the Code of 
Student Conduct. Nott faced possible 
suspension and expulsion from school 
unless he withdrew and deferred the 
charges while he got treatment. 
Baffled by the letter, Nott told The 
Post, "It was like a stab in the back." 
He felt they were telling him. "We're 
going to wipe our hands clean of you." 
Nott sued tne universitv. as he felt the 
school violated federal law protecting 
Americans with disabilities. The law 
covers mental as well as physical im- 
pairments. 
James  Madison Judicial  Policy on 
suicide and other mental health crises 
states: "Anyone on campus in contact 
with faculty, staff member, or student 
who is experiencing a mental health ensis 
(i.e., severe emotional stress, overdose, at- 
tempted suicide, death of a close acquain- 
tance) should make every effort to obtain 
immediate assistance for that person." 
Mark Warner, senior vice president 
of student affairs and university plan- 
ning, said, "We treat situations like this 
as individual cases. Our goal is to get 
the Counseling and Student Develop- 
ment Center involved to intervene iv illi 
thi student to get the help thev need." 
The   Counseling   and   Student   IV- 
velopment Center is located in Vamer 
House, and provides personal counsel- 
ing for graduate and undergraduate stu- 
dents. The center is staffed by psycholo- 
gists, counselors, and graduate students, 
and the services for the students are free, 
voluntary, and confidential. Students 
who are depressed or are having suicidal 
thoughts are encouraged to make an ap- 
pointment with a counselor or call. 
Shirley Cobb, associate director of 
the CSDC. said the goal of the center 
get the help thev need. 
"If a student hasany suicidal thoughts 
the safest place to come is the Center be- 
«ause it is ethnalh restrained nut to re- 
lease any information," she said. 
According to the CSDC Web site, in- 
creases in the rate of suicide have made 
it the second leading cause ot death 
amongcollege-aged students. 
The Web site said, using the gener- 
all\ accepted rate ul 7 r- suicides [or ev- 
ery 100,000 enrolled students, research 
estimates indicate lh.it more than a thou- 
sand college students will take their lives 
each year. Furthermore, a survey by the 
American College Health Association 
reccntlv reported that, in the prior year, 
nearly one in lllof the students surveyed 
had seriously contemplated suicide md 
Id percent had made ,i suicide attempt. 
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STUDENT  HOUSING 
^^sii*. 
2.3,4 & 5 Bedrooms - 
Situated in a highly desirable 
and convenient location. 
meineke 
car care center 
RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE. 
Hunters Ridge Condos   || Hunters RidgeTownhomes 
1,2,3 & 4 Bedrooms - 
Unique floor plan complete 
with two separate living rooms. 
Mountain View 
4 Bedrooms - 
Enormous 4 bedroom, 4 bath 
units are fully furnished 
HARRISONBURG   .1871 S. Main St 540-438-5858 
(Com* ol Rl II South dim PtM&ant H* Rd  bevcM Shesto) 
Brakes • Exhaust • Shocks 
Struts • Oil Change • Tires 
[Tire Balancing • Wheel Alignment 
Maintenance • And Much More 
OPEN MON - SAT 7:30 AM TO 6 PM 
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meineke Wssssavstsu        meineke 
cmctncmtf     i\*.„*„.*.aS2 c.v care center 
4 Bedrooms - 
Each unit has 2 baths, a lull 
kitchen, washer/dryer and two 
living areas. 
Devon Lane Townhomes |        Gingerbread House 
J bedrooms - 
Features three full floors of 
spacious living space Includes 
3.5 baths and 2 living rooms. 
1,2 & 4 Bedrooms - 
Unique opportunity to live in 
historic home Located across 
from JMU Quad. 
I I Hearing Things? 
That's Opportunity knocking when you join 
exclusive, member-only 
access to jobs and internships. 
Visit www.goldenkey.org to learn more. 
z s 3 Bedrooms ■ 
Each unit features its own 
fireplace and private deck Also 
includes pool and tennis courts 
^A 
Madison Gardens 
3 Bedrooms - 
Each unit has 2 baths and is 
fully furnished. Unique floor 
plan 8 deck for each bedroom. 
n 11 HI in IM 
■ 11 in in n 
LjULL   "Jij 
4 Bedrooms - 
Three floors of living space, 
fenced backyard and washer/ 
dryer. 
3 Bedrooms - 
Each unit is furnished and has 
a full kitchen & wet bar. Across 
from JMU Quad. 
Y n 
1.2 S 3 Bedrooms - 
Convenient location to JMU on 
South Main Street. Most 
utilities included. 
3 Bedrooms - 
Furnished townhouses with 2.5 
baths. Three floors with full 
kitchen and washer/dryer. 
Many homes and townhomes 
available for lease throughout 
the area. 
4 Bedrooms - 
Three floors of living space with 







715 Port Republic Road 




I 2003 CoW**" Bank** Comnwcial Furaihoww RMKO'I Cold*** Banter Commarc* « a 
l<***ad trao»mar« o< lha C<*h»a« Banter teal Estala Corporation   Each Omca \% IndaparMMntfy 
Omaxt ami OpfatMl   An Eoual Opportunity Employ**   Equal Houkng Opportunffy LI 1st 
GOLDEN KEY IrmcKNAnoNAi. Hoxoww Scxirrv 
R«Toj/iiUlori/or Success. Keys to Uwfuture. 
Peace Corps 
Life is calling. 
How far will you go? 
Consider the impact you could have on the life of another person 
in a developing nation. Your education and experience might be 
used to start a sustainable development project in forestry, 
agriculture, HIV/AIDS education, teaching math, science or 
English, IT, helping with a youth development program or 
building a water and sanitation system for an entire village. 
The opportunities to share and learn and the lives you 
can change are many. And, you can make a difference 
in another life - yours! 
Peace Corps service is 27-months and open to U.S. citizens 
over 18-year of age - no upper age limit. Benefits include 
language and cultural training, complete medical and dental, 
paid vacation, living stipend, and post-service financial and 
educational opportunities. Add the experience of a 
lifetime and memories - those are the extras. 
Apply online at www.peacecorps.gov 
by March 31 
and you might be overseas this fall. 
For additional information contact: 
ucinfo@peacecorps .gov or 
www.peacecorps.gov 
800.424.8580 
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BAND: OrangeBand strives 
to connect people online 
BAND, from page 1 
said. 
In light of the popularity of online 
communities like MySpace and The 
Facebook, OrangeBand has invented 
a new online community and set up 
a virtual OrangeBand Mosaic, where 
they hope to get 10,(100 people to share 
their issues by the end of March. Or- 
ange Band's challenge to the JMU com- 
munity is to fill 3,000 of the mOMlc*! 
squares. 
In the coming monttis, the organi- 
zation wants to network local event! 
and teleconferences among people who 
book the online conversations 
"Orange Band isn't about talking online," 
Degner said. "It's about talking in real life" 
JMU's chapter of Orange Band, lead 
by Degner, attended the C.O.O.I loValM 
Leadership Conference in Nashville this 
March. At the conference, Degner said 
there was an overwhelming mpOBM tool 
students all over the country. About 600 
Orange kinds wvrv taken and 4X1 different 
si hools ui interested in starting chapters. 
Con fere nee-goers were receptive to 
OrangeBand's concept because it tries 
to change the problem of apathy that 
most people are encountering at college 
campuses, according to Tyler Burton, a 
junior philosophy major and Orange- 
... OrangeBand isn'/ about 
talking online... its about 
talking in real life. 
- Kai Denger 
OrangeBand founder 
Band president. 
"As students, we aren't aware of 
anything that's happening outside 
of our day to day lives, but our lives 
are affected by what we aren't see- 
ing," Burton said. "If we see how our 
lives are affected and we pay attention 
to that, then events and trends in the 
community will begin to change." 
FOX: Group pleads for safe 
release of other hostages 
FOX, from page 1 
pick olives. 
Chnstian Peacemaker Teams issued a state 
ment on March 10 regarding Fox's death. "Christian 
Peacemaker Teams extends our deep and heartfelt 
condolences to the family and community of Tom 
Fox, with whom we have traveled so closely in these 
days of crisis." 
The group's statement also plead for the "safe re- 
lease" of Fox's colleagues still held hostage in Iraq, 
"We renew our plea for the safe release of Harmeet 
Sooden, Jim Loney and Norman Kember. Each of our 
teammates has responded to Jesus' prophetic call to 
live mit a nonviolent alternative to the cycle of vio- 
leiue and revenge." 
In response to Fox's death, members of the Chris- 
tian Peacemaker Teams asked to disregard negative 
thoughts and beliefs towards others, regardless of 
what they have done in the past. 
"In Tom's own wads; 'We reject violence to punish 
anyone. We ask that there be M retaliation on relatives or 
property. We forgive those who consider us their enemies 
We nope that in loving both fnends and enemies, and bv 
intervening nonviolently to aid those who are systemati- 
cally oppressed, we can contnbute in some small way to 
transforming this volatile situation.'" 
DREYFUSS: Awards given to students 
DREYFUSS. from page 1 
for Leadership Scnolarship was presented to junior Jef- 
frey Brundage, a history major and vice president of Pi 
Kappa Alpha, who is training to become an emergency 
medical technician. 
The Samuel Page Duke Award recipient was Kath- 
erine Sheldon, a SMAD major intending to pursue a ca- 
reer in either the gaming or film industry A tie was an- 
nounced for the Faculty Award: James Hart, who will 
graduate in May with degrees in quantitative finance 
and economics and a minor in mathematics, shared the 
honor with Michael Albert, a mathematics and quanti- 
tative finance double-major who is also earning a mi- 
nor in phvsus 




teakhouse & Sushi Bar 
Our expert Kyoto chefs prepare 
from appetizer to entree, your delicious 
dinner at authentic teppan yakl tables. 
540.574.4901 
Sun-Thurs. 1 lam-lOpm 
Fri & Sat 11 am -11 pm 




Servlct lo all major airports 
Wheelchair accsssibls vehicles 
Prompt, Courteous Service 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
Spring Career Fair 2006 
•«, > Monday, March 20th 
•  y  Festival College and 
•X Student Center Grand Ballroom 
2PM-5PM 
Come meet employers 
and learn more about 















While supplies last 
Do Anything. 
Just Add Dummies. 
"Oder valid through )/3l/M. 
OPINION 
Hoi M   I' I il I (>KI \l 
Anti-iPod lawsuit strikes foolish chord 
Brian Goodman. Editor 
bree:.eopinion(& hotmailx-om 
People love iPods; that's a (act. It has even been re- 
ported that Pope Benedict XVI is plugged into his as he 
wanders throughout the Vatican. But, just like any other 
wonderful toy. someone wants to take awav the world's 
hjn. Remember what happened to lawn darts? 
Apple Computers is being sued because their iPods 
can produce more than 115 decibels, which is danger- 
ous for prolonged use. Listening to music at such high 
levels for more than 30 minutes can cause irreparable 
hearing damage, according to Rolling Stone, 
But rather than a lawsuit, how about a tip: Turn tt 
down. Just swirl your finger counter-clockwise and the 
problem will be fixed. 
Sure, America is going to be deaf because the only 
time ear buds are taken out is to say, "What?" But is 
that really the manufacturer's fault? There is a warning 
in the instruction book. Oh, and there also is that thing 
called common sense, which states vou should prob- 
ably decrease the volume on Beyonc«Vs "Check up on 
if* when your ears start bleeding. 
The lawsuit is reminiscent of the one bmught against 
McDonald's a few years ago, which prompted the 
groundbreaking documentary "Super Size Me." In that 
instance, the nidge threw the plaintiff's case out of court, 
since Ronald McDonald did not physically force Big Macs 
down the unnaturally rotund children's mouths. 
Hopefully the case against Apple will follow suit, 
resulting in no money exchanging hands. But more 
so, hopefully the iPod will not change We don't live 
in China; as an American, you have the freedom to be 
dumb to the point that it is a health risk 
It will be a sad day when Apple would be forced to 
run the same 'Truth" ads as tobacco companies with ide- 
alistic teen actors running around outside Circuit City's 
engaging in some far-too-vlaborate ear-safetv pfoteet 
Tne ignorant ruin too much already; they take too long 
to order coffee, they cut you off in traffic and the) date 
your exes. Do not let them take away your God-given right 
to have the hearing of a 70-year-old air-traffic umtroller. 
Plus, i Pod accessories are big business. Mavbe 
they'll start selling hearing aids onto which VOU uin 
clip your ear bud. Rock on. 
BttSZE PKRSPECnVES 
A wobbly line for the Academy to walk 
• iv SARAH DELIA 
CONTRIBUTING WRIT IR 
'. "I his is how I heard I did as a 
;   holt" commented John Stewart on 
• his Oscar-hosting experience last 
^ Monday night, "apparently I sucked 
£ and was great at tne same time!" 
m Like host like award show. In case 
" you didn't hear, the Oscars took place 
£ over our beloved and short-lived 
I Spring Break in the land of opportu- 
• nity — Los Angeles. Much like many 
. elections, protests and MKI.II reforms, 
'   the Oscars came and went with much 
apathy and a nonchalant reminiscent 
;   response. Oh, the Oicars were last 
• week? Who knew? Who cared' 
k For one night and one night only, 
the color red was not merelv asstm- 
ated with roses, 'The Godfather" or 
the tomato soup that we devour tin 
gnlled-cheese Thursdays — it was 
much bigger than that. It was the 
color of carpet the red carpet where 
celebrities pranced down with their 
significant other or family members, 
which seemed to be the trend this year. 
Forget the Red Cross, let's see sorr.' 
glamour and plastered smiles' All ot 
the plastic and duck-lipped stars were 
tmt for the night to flaunt their stuff 
and provide lots of artificial glow to 
pour out of viewers' televisions. 
Perhaps the most memorable 
and controversial moment of eve- 
ning was the performance of Three 6 
Mafia's unquestionably questionable 
"It's Hard Out Then' for a Pimp/' a 
song that even the well known liber- 
al Rev. Al Sharpton deemed inappro- 
priate. Brace yourself for the inevi- 
table catch phrase that has evolved 
out of that performance — it is only 
a matter of time before mom or dad 
drops something and instead saying 
"Oh snap" lets out a "Well it's hard 
out there for a pimp!" 
Sadly, the only dignity that the 
award show can be credited with 
were the classic Film Noir clips 
shown in between presentations. As 
flashes of Humphrey Bogart, Orson 
Wells, and Audrey Hepburn graced 
the screen, viewers could see exactly 
what today's cinema is missing: class. 
Instead of these black and white .. ba- 
sics, we an* now entertained by mov- 
ies and music that glorifies a culture 
thai is (entered on sex and violence 
•MATS A i*<*«-t w**i. 
— clearly the better choice. 
When a song like "It's Hard Out 
Then- for a Pimp" actually wins I 
category, it shows what people on 
the Academy deem award-worthv: 
The glorification of men beating 
women, apparently. The song is 
offensive to just about everyone; 
Minonties, women, feminists and 
those who choose not to pimp out 
other individuals in order to make 
a living. Instead of choosing "In 
the Deep," the theme song to the 
award-winning film "Crash"— a 
movie which shows the hvpocrisy 
behind racial stereotypes — the 
Academy found it appropriate to 
choose a song that seems to pro- 
mote .ind glamorize thoseand other 
stereotypes. Bravo, Academy mem- 
bers — way to not walk the line. 
The most redeeming quality of 
the night was the host of "The Dailv 
Show," John Stewart. Stewart was 
constant with witty remarks ,md 
did not take the event too senouslv. 
After It's Hard Out Then- for A 
Pimp" was performed and the cam- 
era zoomed back over to )ohn to see 
what bethought, he was seen laugh- 
ing hystencally, commenting after 
they won, 'These are the most ex- 
cited people hen- tonight.'' Yes. the 
most excited people that night wen- 
also the most offensive and contro- 
versial — obviously Oscar-worthy. 
An exhausted Stewart had a 
"post-post Oscar show" during 
the ailing of 'The Daily Slum 
last Wednesday summing up his 
whirlwind Oscar-hosting experi- 
ence: "No body should be up for 
72 hours straight unless it's be- 
cause they were helping children 
— and I wasn't." Well, Mr Stewart, 
don't you fret; though you were 
not necessarily helping children, 
vou weren't rewarding the per- 
petration  of negative   stereotypes 
— we can thank the members <>f 
the Academy for that. 1 personally 
would like to thank you for walk- 
ing the Academy line. Johnny Cash 
would have been proud. 
Sarah Delia is a freshman English 
and art history major. 
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LOVER OF WOMEN, CONQUERKR OF NATIONS 
A whopping load of blarney 
»> Bcwn MCMAMON 
StNKMWRIIlK 
In our neighborhood 
Wal-Mart, I saw a sign pnv 
claiming "Wal-Mart Super 
Center We Have All You 
Need To Get Your Irish On," 
and I was struck by the 
crude manner in which the 
Feast Day of St. Patrick is 
treated in our culture. Tra- 
ditionally a day for the Irish 
to celebrate their hisiurv and 
culture, many non-Irish in 
America simply use St. Pat- 
rick's Day as a reason to get 
ridiculously drunk and revel 
in the stereotype of the beor- 
swilhng, chip on their shoul- 
der, potato-eating Irishmen 
As a descendent of Insh im- 
migrants and an appreciator 
of all things Insh, I can think 
of no better way to honor the 
rich and beautiful culture 
of my motherland than to 
counteract this current of ig- 
norance by combining mrt 
single Irish stereotype into 
one character so disgust- 
ingly Insh that it renders all 
future panidy null and void 
Happy St. Patnck'sDav I mi 
Cki Bragh, and eniov: 
Ceud Mile Falite, lads and 
lasses. Me name is Michael 
Patnck Seamus OMalley, 
and I am a proud son of the 
most beautiful patch of land 
on God's green earth, Ire- 
land. Because I spend all me 
money on whiskey and beer, 
I live in a one-mom thatched 
root house in County Clare 
with me wife, me 17 children 
(six of whom are named Pat- 
rick), and me pot of gold. Me 
cousin Bobby wanted me to 
tell ye Yanks a wee bit about 
Ireland, and I'm more than 
happy to spin ye a tale and 
tell ve about me life. 
Besides Ins mother and 
the Blessed Virgin Mary, the 
Irishman's wife is the most 
important woman in his life, 
and I couldn't ask tor .1 bet 
ter mate than me lovely H Uc 
Man-. She's .1 den redhead 
wiih good birthing hips and 
skin .is pale .is the moon- 
light which I think hai more 
to do with her rarely leaving 
the house than her Gaelic 
bUxtd. >a see, between the 
cooking and the cleaning 
and the pregnancy, there |ust 
isn t .1 chance tor her t0 BO 
a'walking through the foggv 
meadow and gel Kane mm 
on her face, making her skm 
whiter than the banshee, loll 
ye the truth, I don't think I've 
bought her shoes In the I.M 
20 years, but then again, it's 
not that far of a walk from 
the bednxtm to the kitchen, 
so I don't expect her to be 
com plaining much. 
I he tourists who visit 
me town ask ol' Michael 
Patrick Seamus. Hevdude, 
you're a leprechaun, wh.it 
do vou do when you're not 
beating your vwfe or drink- 
ing?" Well, to toll \c the 
truth, the days arc onlv to 
long. You figure if I get up 
around nine in the morning 
eat a potato, boat nn wile 
for a good two hours, uid 
then spend the rest of the 
dav drinking, telling stories, 
fighting and playing me fid- 
dle, I don't really have time 
for much else. I tell ye this 
because I know some ol ve 
think that we Irish do noth- 
ing but drink all day and 
all night, and that's ,, load 
ol rubbish U I ever heard of 
one Most ol UB "ait until at 
le.ist 10 o'clock in the morn- 
ing to start drinking, and if 
you drink before then, why 
ye be a damn alcoholic. 
Oh, and for all that fight- 
ing nonsense, it pains me to 
know that you Yanks think 
all us Irish are brawlers with 
fiery tempers and chips 
on our shoulders. Now. 
I've hurled me fair share 
of stones, threw me some 
pun lies and once thwacked 
a tourist with my shillelagh 
for looking the wrong way 
at me pot of gold, but, God's 
honed truth, I never fight 
unless I got a real good rea- 
son to do so. Like if a man 
bumps me pint at the pub, 
or it it's cloudy outside, or 
if someone's after me lucky 
charms, ya know, real good 
reasons. And if you don't 
think those are good rea- 
sons. |esus, Mary and Jo- 
seph, I'll beat ye like your 
old mother should've. 
Me friends, I will leave 
you with an old Irish say- 
ing, one that me father 
taught me when I was a wee 
little lad and that his father 
taught him. It goes like this: 
When you drink, you get 
drunk. When you get drunk, 
you fall asleep. When you 
tall asleep, you commit no 
sin. and when you commit 
no --in, you go to heaven. 
So, let's ... wait, what's that 
last part? I know there was 
.1 point in there somewhere, 
but I've been drinking since 
dawn and I can't remember 
how that one goes. Wait, it'll 
come to me ... wait... nope, 
not coming today. Barman, 
another pint! Better yet, I'll 
have what the man on the 
Boot is having! 
Robert Framis Patrick Mc- 
Mahon. a descendent of ancient 
Irisli king Brian Boru, was once 
told by a cop in Dublin that lie 
liad a "good Irish name." 
E-mail darts and pats hi 
I HWM[\' " IMII LI il j . H 11. 
0MHJ A r'ttt\ are sutmittrd <inon\mott\t\ and 
priamdemm VMM mmmtkbawt fhttmiirieman 
based ufnm one person's opinion of a c»wt \tiua- 
mm. perum or exenl and do not neresumh reftea 
iheiiulh 
A "bnng-back-the-classie" dart to 
the campus vending machines that do 
not MOCK plain old M&Ms. 
From a frustrated student with dining 
dollars to burn. u>ho can't find tkt$t mor- 
sels ofchocolatey goodness anywhere. 
An "l-hope-you-get-the-runs" dart 
to the person who stole my JMU Honaa 
plate frame off my car in a parking lot. 
From a senior who expects mm h bctta 
things from n student who apparently has 
some I Mil pride. 
A   *vmf In Mvti two trnhirioi apt" 
pat to |amos Madistm lor being a ground- 
breaking kick-butt Amencan statesman. 
From a history buff junior who loiv. 
vou even tliough you were tlu shortest U.S. 
president m history. 
A "thanks-ror-bt'ing-a-gixid-sport" 
pat to the group ol girls I almost killed 
with my kite on the Quad. 
Fromanapologetu htchnc who. with 
a tuppence for paper and strings, had his 
own set of wings. 
A "you-are-L-A-Z-Y" dart to 
the girl in Showker who thought it 
wasn't lazy to take the elevator up 
one floor. 
From a Darts cV Pats reader who is 
tired of complaints from lazy people who 
can t find the stairs 
A "did-you-leave-your-brain-in- 
your-other pair ol-pants?" dart to the 
idiots skateboarding down the middle 
Ol Port Republic Road. 
mm c MRfer mho 'i*'1- tense enough 
before having to worry about flattening 
vou into the pavement 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
Americans waste energy for security purpos- 
es 
Am 1 making a fuss over a trifling matter? 
As much as I have enjoyed being in the 
United States and at JMU, there is something 
1 (ind out of tune here: people actually waste 
energy. I use the term "waste" because many 
households and office buildings here keep 
their outside and inside lights on throughout 
the night, even though they are sleeping. Why 
are they wasting power? 
My American friends tell me that the sole 
purpose of having lights on at night is simply to 
guard against burglars, and if s a reasonable con- 
cept But does it work? Is it costly to do so? After 
all. burglars know better than to visit your houses 
when you are awake. 
As far as I know natural resources, such as 
oil. gas and water, are running out worldwide 
The United States is the No. I consumer in the 
world in terms of energy. Yes. America is prosper- 
ous and can afford such energy use, but does that 
mean that people should squander? Just imagine 
how much power is wasted in just one night, not 
only in Harrisonburg but across the country. 
History teaches us good lessons; when en- 
ergy crises came, people were told to turn down 
their thermometers. But is it too late to resort to 
energy saving only when energy crises come? 
Perhaps we should learn more from our hiber- 
nating animal friends, such as bears, squirrels, 
snakes and so on, that seem to know better than 
us human beings to store food in summer and 
fall for the harsh winter. 
Some may argue that I may have got a "cul- 
tun1 shock" regarding energy waste, but I don't 
believe so, because every nation advocates a 
"practice of strict economy and waste reduction." 
I have never heard of a nation which proudly 
wasted and despised thriftiness. 
Tianfang Liu 
visiting English scholar 
Editorial policies 
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged. Letters 
should be no longer than 250 words, must include a phone number foe verification and can be e-mailed 
to breezeopinion.0hotmailcom or mailed to MSC 6805 Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 
22807. The Breeze reserves the right to edit all submissions for length or grammatical style. 
The house editorial reflects the opinion o/ the edilonal board as a whole, and is not necessarily the opinion of any 
mdhidual stall member of The Breeze 
EritafW Board: 
Nathan Chiantella. editor in chief 
Kristen Green, managing editor 
Brian Goodman, opinion editor 
The opinions «l this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this stall, or lames Madison University 
MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD? 
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baker Eddy (born 1821) founded 
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today. 
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker. 
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international 
daily paper, winner of 7 Pulitzer prizes (to date) Her book Science and 
Health with Key to the Scripture presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions. 
Found on-line at www.spirituality.com 
For news of women's accomplishments today visit www.csmonitor.com/women 
STEP INTO THE FUTURE... 
*- 
BE ACNE FREE WITH 
PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY AT 
L'IDEE MEDICAL SPA 
■ Breakthrough/Innovative Treatment 
■ Doesn't Require Oral Medications 
■ Why risk dangerous side effects of drug therapy? 
LET THE POWER OF LIGHT MAKE YOUR SKIN SMOOTH AGAIN! 
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1992 MEDICAL AVENUE 
HARRISONBURG. VA 22801 
BREEZE PERSPECTIVES 
Wish list: Special rules for special people 
■v JEFF WATSON 
CONTRIBUTING WKlTtR 
I wish my RUM vs .is Dtck< fate) As I bold- 
ly hunted small, stupid birds with torn* tori «<i 
dignity. I hold an old man's lift- in my hands 
with a 40-gaugp. To accidentally shoot my el- 
derly friend, have it make world news and tor 
my response of "Err... whoops ... he wu in the 
way" to be OK — the wonders it would bring. 
If any of my friends piss me off, I could end the 
argument with a threatening phrase, "Hey fel- 
las, let's go hunting.""All in all, I could never be 
Cheney because my heart works and beats at a 
steady pace. 
I wish my name was Marcus Vick. flow awe- 
some it would be to dodge the law, M I 
Gould throw a football. To only get a $5(X> fine and 
a one-year probation for brandishing ■ firearm, 
speeding 21 mite* per hour over the speed limit on 
I suspended license, for numerous drug charges 
ind lor generally being I dick. Imagine the feel- 
ing of being kicked off a nationally praised college 
football team just in time to make the Ml. draft! 
Also, to have a big brother to save my tail in any 
situation ... gee whiz. Sadly, I was the fat kid in 
tee-ball who always found a way to strike out 
Alas, I will never be a Vick. 
I wish my name was CourtfW] 1 OVA I could 
try any and eve*) AaROHc known to man, make 
court and public appearances smashed out of my 
mind, and get away with blaming my drug prob- 
lem on a dead spouse from more than Id yoail 
ago. My band Hole would have only one lui son)-.. 
yet I would still tour with more agonizing ballads. 
I hev would smell more than the urine I threw on 
my audience at a concert ... yet Amenca would 
still love me. If only I didn't have self-respect I 
could be Courtney l-ove. 
I wish my name was Michael fackson. 1 could 
... actually, no. I do not wish to be the "King of 
Pop goes the weasel." sip on Jesus juice, or be any 
member of the |ackson family. 
I wish mv name was Matthew McConaughev. 
No . rude remarks here, he is just dating Penelope 
( nil and that is tight. No man should ever have a 
"Failure to Launch" with her. 
I wish my name was Bill Clinton. How politi- 
cally delicious it would be to get the old coup d'etat 
in the Oral — I mean Oval — Office. I would then 
proceed to point my finger at my fellow Ameri- 
cans ind say, "Hey, I didn't do it." Lying under 
oath and to my constituents would not throw me 
OUl of office, but it would get me a $5 million book 
deal. Sweet' However, I would be married to the 
witch known as Hillary and my daughter could 
easily qualify as a contestant on the show "Extreme 
Makeover." On the other hand, Hillary's middle 
name is Rodham, and that's a funny name. 
It says a lot about society when people who are 
on TV, in the movies, or are extremely athletic get 
■way with brcakine the rules while "normal" citi- 
zens ,.,et the l»H)k thrown at them. But look on the 
bright side: Reality TV has come to save us all. We 
can all be the [ackavs who auditioned on "Ameri- 
can Idol," or be the ruthless jerk from "Survivor" 
or be on "The Real World.'* After that, you'll be 
writing your own rules — as long as your 15 min- 
utes of fame don't run out 
}eff Watson is a freshman just ice studies major. 
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED 
Starting Pay $8.25/hr + Bonuses 
No Certifications needed to apply! 
TRAINING CLASSES 
AVAILABLE NOW!     ± 
Certifications Include; Lifeguard. First Aid/CPR. 
AED. Oxygen & WaterPark Training .._ 
Currently Certified - Now Hiring! 
- Bonus Incentives - 
Up to S250 during Holidays/Peak Times 
• Extra $5QAveek for working 6 shifts 
• Monthly Attendance (Jun-Aug) 
• Employee Referrals $1O0 
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939 
Get application online@www.massresortjobs.com 
Coming to JMU .... 
LibQUAL 
A national survey of library service quality 
Vou may be a part of a sample of JMU students and faculty who will 
be contacted by email and asked to respond. JMU is one of 246 aca- 
demic and research libraries participating in the survey. 
When:       March 21 through April 10, 2006 
Why: 1. Information from the survey will help 
us provide library services that better 
address our users' needs and 
expectations. 
2. WIN AN iPOD! Respondents may 
enter a drawing for an iPOD! 
Do it for JMU Libraries! 
See http://www.lib.jmu.edu/libqual/default.aspx for more information. 
Moving Home? 
Reserve your truck or van today. 
PiHSKt 
10% Off One Way Rentals 
with this Ad 
Clear, Simple Rates 
3430 South Main Street 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
540-432-2367 
Free Unlimited Mileage 
Online Reservations Available 
1-800-GO PENSKE        pp 
GoPenske.com Dedication al every turn        I PENSKE \ 
X    I'm RSDAY, MARCH 16. 2(K)6 I wuw.thi'hreeze.oru I THK BRKH/.K 
OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING... 
The breeze Advertising Department is hiring to fill immediate positions! 
Assistant Advertising 
Manager 
Gain invaluable experience and 
develop lasting connections. Positioi 
require 15-20 hours per week, olTer 
competitive pay, flexible schedules, 
and a fun work environment! 
TO APPLY: 
Vdil http://joblink.jmu.tdu. Suhmit the flitdfnt 
.\\<\du jtiun, a trMimr, and If nrr and 3 irfrrrncci 
Arcounl beaihc Ruing BOW0M5 
AM Ad Manaurr Rwing W400526 
Call 568-6127 for more information! 
SUPER CROSSWORD 
ST. PATTY'S DAY 
@ THE PUB 
GREEN EVERYTHING! 
NCAA Hoops @ Noon 
Green Bagel Sandwiches 
Free band @ 5pm 
THE NORMAL DETOUR @ 5pm 
Ladies register for PUB shirt giveaways! 
(FATSKEYS @ 9pm $7) 
COMING NEXT WEEK: 
Tue. - Cross Canadion Ragweed 
Wed. - The Grove from Richmond 
Thur. - Zoso, Led Zeppelin Tribute 
ALL SHOWS 18+ 
ACROSS 
I Spar 
5 Stomach remedy 
II Tijuana two 
14 Boh Marley was one 
19 Literary pseudonym 
20 Deny 
21 Turner or Pappas 
22 Remove a corsage 
23 Joan Cusack film 
25 Joan Rivers line 
27 Hero's horse 
28 Brasilia architect Oscar 
30 Neighbor of Mont 
31 Little spot in the sea 
35 Psychic Geller 
36 Triangle type 
39 Cut 
42 Coach Parseghian 
43 Blabby bird 
45 Zenith 
46 Rhine whine 
47 Dana and Seixas 
49 Precambnan - 
51 Ho Chi Minn City, 
once 
55 Joan Jett's group 
60 Ms. Monte? 
61 -   tllMI.I 
62 Jedi instructor 
63 "- vous plait" 
65 Cherbourg chapcau 
66 Acted like a stallion 
69 "Yuck!" 
70 Bargain 
72 Raven maven? 
73 Joan Collins series 
75 Joan Osborne hit 
78 Mil address 
81 Hit the Haagen Dazs 
82 Fr lady 
83 Showers, in winter 
86 Enjoy the weekend 
88 Behave like a bunny 
90 Gross subj. 
92 Rested 
94 Israeli airline 
95 Joan Didion book 
99 Declare 
102 Proverb 
103" European capital 
104 82 Across, farther 
south 
105 De Lesseps' canal 
107 Highflying agcy. 
HO-Krazy" 
III Director Peter 
112 Nursery noisemakers 
115 Gun the engine 
116 Guru 
118 - polloi 
119 Germs 
122 Certain marble 
126 Joan Sutherland's 
birthplace 
' i r~ 1 1 • ■ 1    ' 1 n it II " " 
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129 Joan Van Ark role 
133 Nome dome home? 
134 Habitually, to Herrick 
1 33 dementi COUpOtilJoai 
136 Cultural grp. 
137 "Superman" star 
138 Carrere or Mowry 
139 Reduce in rank 
140 Disposition 
DOWN 





6 Violin part 
7 Souffle ingredient 
8 First base man'1 
9 Impressive lobby 
10 Dieter's snack 
11 Casino cubes 
12 Endorses 
13 Nero's tutor 
14 "Golden Girl" 
McClanahan 
15 Farm animal? 
16 Where to hear zarzuela 
17 Diacritical mark 
18 "Puppy Love" singer 
24 Drivers'IKS..e.g. 
26 Shawls and such 
29 He gets down to work 
32 Etna ooze 
33 Hockey's Lindros 
.34 Vulgar 
37 Meadow 
38 Ovid's fate 
39 "The Simpsons" 
creator Groening 
40 Paint pigment 
41 "- ignorance is bliss 
44 Part of MA. 
48 "Twist and -" 
('62 hit) 
50 Out of the way 
52 Trail mix 
53 Butter sub 
54 Hoopster Archibald 
56 Nail type 
57 It's down in the 
mouth 
58 Nervous 
59 Contented sigh 
64 Composer Janacek 
65 Most morose 
67 Rock producer Brian 
68 Salt serving 
71 Workers* grp 
74 Has a ball at the 
mall 
75 Bus starter'' 
76 Peachy-keen 
77 Push a product 
78 Locality 
79 Lucre 
80 Norwegian name 
82 Merry month 
84 Make one's hair 
stand on end'* 
85 "Heidi" author 





97 Cabbage concoction 
98 Bit 
100 Furrow 
101 Diva Nellie 
106 Radical 
108 Socked a 
shuttlecock 
109 Pilot 
111 Little house on (he 
prairie? 
112 It makes women 
blush 
113 Passageway 
114 Bookstore section 
117 Ginnie • 
118 It grows on you 
120 "Later1" 
121 Ond 
123 Singer Vannelli 
124 "So -YouH 
('77 song) 
125 "Heavens to Betsy!" 
127"Mazel • !" 
128 "Sheila" singer 
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be honored at 
game Saturday 
■v JENNIFER CHAPMAN 
COWTWBUTINC iMtlTLR 
It is a hurt that is unexplain- 
able. A hurt that goes deeper than 
losing in a championship game, 
missing a game-winning goal, 
or suffering through a season 
with an injury. This tremendous 
amount of hurt is being felt by 
the men's soccer team and many 
students throughout campus. 
Friday, March 10, freshman 
midfielder Justin Armitage died 
in a car accident. However, his 
outlook on life will never be for- 
gotten. 
"We all lost a family member 
through this," coach Tom Martin 
said. "1 don't just mean the soc- 
cer team, I mean everyone that 
knows him." 
Freshman forward Nick Zim- 
merman said, 'The quote that he 
loved and kept beside his bed 
and he always talked about was 
by Ralph Waldo Emerson. 
'To laugh often and much; 
to win the respect of intelligent 
people and affection of children; 
tit earn the appreciation of honest 
critics and endure the betrayal of 
false fnends; to appreciate beau- 
ty, to find the best in others, to 
leave the world a little bit better, 
whether by a healthy child, a gar- 
den patch or a redeemed social 
condition; to know even one lift- 
has breathed easier because you 
have lived, this is to have suc- 
ceeded. 
"That is the quote that he 
loved," Zimmerman said. 
Armitage had redshirted the 
2005 season but his ability to play 
was never in question. 
"Justin is a coach's dream," 
Martin said. "He is low mainte- 
nance, works hard , good player, 
solid student, could only get bet- 
ter. It's individuals like him that 
make a coaches job enjoyable and 
easy." 
Armitage was a three-time 
All-State selection at Courtland 
High School 
inSpotlysva- 
nia. He was 
All-Region I 
and All IC.it 
tleheld Dis- 
trict selec- 
tions for all 
four years of 
high school. 
A rm itage 
was Court- 
land's  MVP 
2006 Women'i National Invitation Tournament 
Complete bracket available on pg. 10 
Armitage 
as a junior and senior, a Washing- 
ton Post All-Met selection, and a 
member of the DC United Youth 
Academy Team in 2005. 
"Everybody loved him," ju- 
nior forward Jon Britton said. "We 
play these tournament games on 
Friday and he was on my team. 
He was going to be playing a lot 
for us next year. We will really 
miss him this spring season as he 
was going to snow everyone his 
potential because he red-shirted 
this past season." 
The team plays their first 
spring game this Saturday, 
ci>'.,nnsi the University of Rich- 
mond at the University of Vir- 
ginia. Armitage will be honored 
before the game, where his par- 
ents will be in attendance. 
There also will be a memorial 
service tentatively scheduled to 
be held in the Ilignlands Room in 
the Festival Center on Thursday, 
March 23 at 7 p.m. AH students 
are invited and asked to bring 
any pictures they wish to share. A 
scholarship fund is being set up 
in his name and residents of Gar- 
ber Hall will be selling bracelets 
to contribute to the fund. 
"He was the nicest kid I 
ever met," sophomore forward 
Frankie D'Agostino said. "Al- 
ways positive, smile on his face, 
got along with everyone. He was 
a hard worker, focused. He loved 
us and our team and never said a 
bad word about anyone. " 
"I've known him for about 
2 years through the recruiting 
process and I've seen him grow 
as a person and a player," Mar- 
tin said. "He was, in my opinon, 
very refreshing. Always polite, 
well-mannwed, you could tell 
he came Frost a good family. The 
second thittg that impressed me 
was that, yes, he came in and 
redshirted, but he took it as an 
incentive to get better and saw 
it as a challenge. He was a kid 
that always put his teamm.iu-s 
first." 
Armitase leaves behind a 
mother, father and two vouneer 
sister, 
Dukes NIT-bound 
JMU women's basketball finishes second in conference; 
receives bid to play in women's NIT for first time in five years 
■v JAMES IRWIN 
SENIOR WHITE* 
All season, the JMU women's 
basketball team ended practice with 
a huddle at mid-court and a simple 
chant that embodied their goal from 
day one. 
"CAA champs." 
Thanks primarily to injuries, 
things didn't exactly pan out for the 
Dukes, who lost 
in the Colonial 
Athletic Associa- 
tion championship 
game to Old Do- 
minion last week 
SH-S4 But despite 
falling short of the 
CAA's automatic 
tud to the NCAA 
tournament and 
failing to earn an at-large bid from 
the selection committee, JMU's sea- 
son isn't over quite yet. 
The battered and bruised Dukes 
make their first WNIT appearance 
sinn- 2001 Friday night when they 
face the UNC-Charlotte 49ers at Hal- 
ton Arena in Charlotte, N.C. And if 
last week's four-point loss to ODU 








appear to be taking the consolation 
prize in stride. 
"It is (rewarding! because we keep 
getting better each year," sophomore 
forward Tamera Young said. "We've 
got good recruits coming in, trans- 
fers, and it shows James Madison is 
really building something." 
While the 24-6 Dukes seem appre- 
ciative of the tournament invitation, 
it's hard not to imagine what could 
have been. From the start of (he sea- 
son JMU has faced mjurv problems, 
usually suiting up nine players a 
game and playing seven per contest. 
The injury problem grew when ju- 
nior shooting guard Lesley Dickinson 
suffered a slight tear in her right knee 
10 days ago and for the three confer- 
ence tournament games, JMU coach 
Kenny Brooks was forced to use a 
six-player rotation that exhausted 
his team. By the time the Dukes got 
to the CAA title game — after con- 
secutive two-point wins over Drexel 
and Delaware — they were playing 
on fumes. 
"I didn't realize how tired 1 was 
until I tried to wake up Sunday 
morning," Brooks said. "1 felt like 1* 
was punch-drunk, I couldn't get my 
bearings straight and I didn't play 
one minute. They left everything on 
the court." 
While the turnaround isn't right 
away (JMU will have five days of 
rest when it hits the court Friday) the 
burning question is do the talented 
Dukes — a team that was a baseline 
layupaway from knocking off the 14- 
time conference champion Monarchs 
— have enough legs and depth to 
make a run in the NIT? 
Young thinks they do. 
"I think we'll have enough." shfl 
said. "You need determination and 
confidence to play through the fa- 
tigue and we showed we had that 
last week." 
And while he won't use exhaus- 
tion as an excuse for the CAA tour- 
nament. Brooks will point to JMU's 
willpower as a reason the Dukes are 
still playing. 
"You'll never know if things 
would have been different had you 
been healthier or fresher," Brooks 
said. "But anyone who watched 
us play last week knows we have 
heart." 
Without Dickinson, the Dukes 
will   need  lots of   it  Friday   night 
see NIT, ptige U 
< AROIYN V,\\MKfilfpHiXo 
Junior Shirley McCall will help lead the 
Dukes In the first round of the NIT. 





Left-hander Jacob Cook started lor the Dukes Tuesday and pitched five innings. He finished wfth two earned 
runs six hits allowed and fKe strikeouts at Long Fletd/Mauck Stadium against Irvstate rival Virginia Tech. 
Santobianco, Dukes defeat 
VA Tech en route to 12th- 
straight win of season 
■YJOMNGAIK 
MUIU 
In the first game of their annual home-to-home 
series against Virginia Tech (7-8), the Dukes (12-4) 
cruised to a 15-5 victory in Ixmg Field/Mauck Sta- 
dium Tuesday. 
While earning their 12th-consecutive win, JMU 
also extended a number of hitting streaks. Senior 
designated hitter Nate Schill went 3 for 3 with his ca- 
reer-best seventh homerun of the season to stretch his 
     hitting streak to 14 games. Junior 
BdSfibclll ihortttop Davit Stoneburner and 
    sophomore center fielder Kellen 
Tuesday Kulbacki both tied  their career- 
best hitting streaks with 10 and 12 
games, respectively. 
"Nate Schill is probably the best 
all-around, pure hitter that we have on this team," ju- 
nior catcher Dan Santobianco said. "He just knows 
how to hit- bottom line." 
Santobianco knows how to hit as well. 
He put two out of the park, had four RBI's and was 
named player of the game, leading the team in both 
categones. 
'They're swinging the bat," Virginia lech coach 
Chuck Hartman said. "They're playing with a lot of en- 
thusiasm and a lot of confidence right now and you have 
to give them credit Thev |ust took it to us early and really 
took us out of the game bv about the fourth inning." 
JMU's pitching also contnbuted to the Dukes' 
win by holding the opposition to five runs and no 
homeruns, as wind gusts were projected around 40 
miles per hour. Starting junior left-handed pitcher Ja- 
cob Cook pitched five solid innings giving up six hits 
and two earned runs, while tallying five strikeouts. 
"Cook did a nice job. He's a ground ball pitcher 
when he stays well on his own," JMU coach Spanky 
McFarland said. "After we started scoring runs, he did 
a good rob of not walking people and made them earn 
their runs. Houck hasn't pitched in awhile, but he's 
(;oI such a good arm that we are going to keep running 
lim out there." 
Redshirt l-tshm.in Kurt Houck pitched three in- 
nings of relief, giving up four hits and three earned 
runs. Freshman Justin Wood came in to close out the 
ninth inning with no hits md t*V0 strikeouts 
For Virginia Tech, it was another rough outing. In 
the process of finishing up a long, six-game road trip, 
the Hokies lost their List fivr-straight. 
see BASEBALL, page 12 
Lacrosse's Griffin 
earns rookie honors 
Midfielder Kim Griffin has 
been    named  
£uL2.ni£! Lacrosse Athletic    As-  
sociation's women's lacrosse 













Defen-    Griffin 
sively, the freshman had seven 
ground balls, two draw con- 
trols and three caused turn- 
overs 
On the season, Griffin has 
live goals and one assist for 
six points. 
On defense she has con- 
tributed 11 ground balls, three 
draw controls and six caused 
turnovers. 
Griffin's contributions 
helped the Duke's beat Vir- 
ginia Tech 14-10 on March 8. 
She was also a key in keeping 
the team close in its loss to 
No.1-1 Notre Dame, 12-11, on 
March 12. 
— from staff reports 
Two JMU players earn 
spots on All-State Team 
Alexis, Young honored by Richmond Times-Dispatch 
RI< HMOND - Junior 
center Meredith Alexis and 
sophomore  
forward Women's 
I a m e r a 
Young were BaSKCtball 
named      to 
the 2006 Richmond Times-Dis- 
patch All-State Team. 
Alexis, who was selected 
to the first team, averaged 16 
Eomts per game and 10.8 re- 
ounds per game during the 
season and broke the 1,000 
point barrier Feb. 17 when 
the Dukes hosted George 
Mason at the Convocation 
Center. 
The 6-foot-3 center also 
broke the school rebounding 
record of 851 and currently has 
915. 
Young earned second-Ieam. 
honor, and was second for the 
Dukes in scoring throughout 
the season. She scored an av- 
erage of 15.6 points per game 
over the season and averaged 
10 rebounds a game. She led 
the Dukes in steals with 2.3 
per game. 
Both Alexis and Young 
were named to the All-Co- 
lonial Athletic Association 
First Team earlier this year. 
JMU (24-6) will face 
UNC-Charlotte (20-8) in the 
first round of the Women's 
NIT tournament this Friday 
in Charlotte, N.C. 
— from staff reports 
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LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT... 
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH! 
m$ 
1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North) 
3171 S Mam St (RT11 South) 
1926 Deyerle Ave (Behind Valley Mall) 
1041 W Market St (RT33 West) 
(540) 433-5800 
www.miraclecarwashonline.com 
Services may vary by location 
LESSON #2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY! 
a 
Siiffi 
The card is FREE 
Even/ 6" wash is free 
Prepaid option (20% student bonus with ID) 
See attendant or on the web at www miraclewashcard com 
^^ 
LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y! 
_pw Prices -   Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best Fcj, 
I > Q 
5 S China Express i 
§ 1031 Port Republic Rd 
t Next to Food Lion ■ 
(540) 568-9899 S 
Sun-Thu until 1am    o 
& Fri-Sat until 2am    * 
The Best ftfiie Combo BEST CHINESE!!* 
SCl    Chicken Broccoli 
SC2   Pork, Chicken Beel or Shrimp Chow Mein 
SC3   Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4   Sweet and Sour Pork 
SC5   Moo Goo Gai Pan 
• SC6   Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
• SC7   Hunan Chicken 
SC8   Pork with Mixed Vegetables 
SC9   Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
• SCI3 Szechuan Chicken 
SC14 Almond Chicken 
•SC15 Hunan Beef 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
SC17 Beet with Broccoli 
• SC18 Szechuan Beef 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables 
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp UoMem 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken 
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste) 






on/y(Jjg   All come with 
Vegetable Lo Mein 
Spring Roll 
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice 
and choice of soup: 
Wonton, 
Egg Drop. 
or Hot and Sour 
Try Our Chef Speciais$7^5    (served with Plain Fried or Steamed Rice: 
►* 
tt 
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MONDAY: 
$1.00 off Burgers 
/a?.. 
BUFFALO WILD WINGJ 
^»  GRILL & BAR «^ 
TUESDAY: 
35C Wings 
All Day, All Night! 
WEDNESDAY: 
50C Legs 
Guys Night Out 
J 
THURSDAY: 
50C Boneless Wings 
Karaoke 8pm-12am 
iome Watch March Madness with Us All Month!     | 
1007 South Main Harrisonburg, Va 22801     438-9790 
Ame 
Our common goal is to create value 
by providing kitchens ana baths "of pride" for the 
American family. 
We will be hosting an information session 
on March 16th! 
It will be held in the 
feffijM (E®LJDffiMI^OD(E(g ®0D(i] SQoLXateDDG (ECMIDftCMr 
in the Alleghany Room 
3:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m. 
Come learn about the full-time job 
opportunities for May 2006 
graduates of all majors. 
Dennis Nolan, 
Vice President of Finance 
& Corporate Controller 
of American Woodmark will be 
initiating the information session. 
Please contact Victoria Buchbauer at 
VBuchbauer@Woodmark.com with any questions. 
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Caribbean Tan 




Offer good at both Harnsonburg locations 
Expires 3/31/2006 
Caribbean Ian 
Buy 1 Month 
of Tanning 
Get 1 Month FREE 




Early Bird Special I 
Buy your package before noon get an extra 10% off! I   ■ 
Offer good at both Harnsonburg locations  Expires 3/31/2005 
Store Hours 
Monday-Friday  9am-10pm 
Saturday 10am-8pm 
Sunday   12pm-8pm 
Food Lion Shopping Center Harnsonburg Crossing Shopping Center 
433-9989 438-9989 
MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN 
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER 
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE. 
MEXICAN GRILL 
ju»t big burrlto*. Big flavors.' www.qdoba.coni 
We accept 
Flex! 
IIyou Ilk* froth inqnditnu and uniqu* flavor combination* you U love Qdoba Mrxlc.it Grill 
Thn un'l ordinary Mixicon Jr'i foods you know, ytl with a tmaOialiunforaatlabU. Bnl ot all. mall made 
Foil, froth and rujht in front at you Coma on In and tat foryountlf What or. you aetnu to lev. at Odob.?~ 
For catering and fundraising 
call Jerilyn at (540) 564-1515 
Located across from the new Wal-Mart 
In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center 
223 Burgess Rd.      540-564-1515 
Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm 
SMALL CHIPS 
& SALSA 
With this coupon get a 
small chips & salsa for 
only $.99! 








GET ONE FREE. 
Purchase any entree and get any 
other entree of equal or lesser 
value absolutely FREE! 
CgaJai 
QtfoM u a nupntti rraaV*Mft of Odette JtMaurant Corporarw  C20OS Mum aranw cwaioa MHI   I   Qdoto U ■ raaWr—1 tratUmtn of QaMw iMtawaar Corport.n\ 
or**? On* coupon ptrtuiomr' Hot food wil* a«y oOm ofttr Valid Ml, aipamcipanna locMuru orator Out coupon par cwtomtr Sot t/ooi wtt«i an, othf offer 
I II'M     ftOMO   10/OSA m   Off* nptrti % (/«»      MIOMO   lCOH 






Also add two 20oz cokes 
for only $1.99 
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT 
good with any other special. 
Expires in 30 days 
2-Large 
1 -Topping pizzas 
-'$14.99 
Also add two 20oz cokes 
for only $1.99 
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT 
good with any other special. 
Expires in 30 days 
Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza. 
540 - 433 - PAPA 
(7272) 
We accept Flex! 
Store Hours: 
10:30am - 1:00am Mon - Wed 
10:30am - 2:00am Thurs 
10:30am - 3:00am Fri & Sat 
10:30am - 12:00am Sunday 
Why call? ORDER ONLINE 
www.papajohns.com 
For Catering & Fundraising call 
Chris (540)255-1813 
The Breeze: 
1. Sailboat pick-me-up 
2. Fresh read twice a week 
Peace Corps 
lite is calling 
How lar will you go? 
www.peacecorps gov 
8004248580 
Peace Corps at 
James Madison Univ. 
Come to learn about Peace 
Corps service. It can make 
a difference in many lives - 
including yours! 
Tuesday, March 21 
Information Session 
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. 
Taylor Hall, Room 400 
For information, contact: 
hlorrestOpeacecorps.gov 
Summer is coming... 
\--SQy Do you have plans? 
-"' / -jX Seasonal employment, working for 
l     the area's foremost vacation home 
^^ rental company. 
•Muw br jb» lo *ort llvoufb th. ml of SipMi.bn or 1am' 
Pay scale: $l3.50/hr for 40 hour work week. 
lob Description: 
Provide guests with exceptional service, neat appearance and a 
great attitude a must. Also, must have a dean driving record. 
Duties: 
Pick up and deliver guest supplies 
Unclog toilets 
Pick up trash at homes if missed 
Hook up electronics like DVD, etc. 
Pick up and deliver items for repair 
Replace light bulbs.a'c filters,etc. 
Apply by sending a resume via e-mail to baragno&rwlddycom 
or fax to 252-47S-II70 ^c5J 
Conner: Betsey Aragno, Human Resource Manager       fjjy 
Tvriddy and Company ^a\ « 
Duck, NC 2794? 
2S2-457-II70 Phone I Fax m 
i 
MM Mi ■ MM -1» ***+* H. m n.a.»S.(rt» IW>M In.i— w. 
MftmNMlMM. JMNGIMM CKUMIM* Dm dunlin *** rtn, mttUmnnaVauaumt 
MI«l«WIOamMW 
KI I ISO (Oi • DWi • |M • WfanB • »BTl • mtokt • tlKOS • HE mJmM «*m 
■Hie Kcrumt ■ maauian • WOKS a ■■ports • H*RDT0F 110 HUSK ■ oaaa 7 tap! 
434-MM 
■IWNI auniirM )    What A Record 
tj  Store Should Be! 
■niiwiaowiiniiii   mm.RtAmMUSIC.COM 
muuanaam an «■!■ IMI 
N.Y. Sryle 
Day Spa and Salon 
Free Haircut 




I en iah 
Hair Services 
Relaxation Awaits You! 
Mon, Wed, Thurs Fri 10 am-6 pm 
Sat 10 am-2 pm 
Food Lion Shopping Center 





N.Y. Style Welcomes New Massage Therapist Andrey! 
Specializing in Atheletic Massage 
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BASEBALL: Dukes take down Hokies; 
improve record heading into CAA play 
(  \Kl»ns WAl SI K sstwwphotographer 
Junior catcher Dan Santobianco steps up to the plate to hit 
one of two homeruns on the day. He has three on the year. 
BASEBALL, from page 9 
Starting pitcher Greg Fry- 
man gave up sis earned runs 
in (our innings pitched IgairuM 
the Pukes. A drop in right field 
in the second inning served as 
the only error in the game, but 
proved to be cost I v. Inslcid 
of retiring the side with what 
would have been the third out, 
the Hokies allowed tour extra 
runs and the Dukes went up 5- 
Oecrlj 
Virginia Tech had a lead- 
oft man on base in every in- 
rung, with the exception of the 
third inning, but had nothing 
to show for it. The Dukes were 
simply an offensive force, out- 
hitting the Hokies 19 to 10. 
Madison had at least one hit in 
every inning. 
"Hitting is contagious," 
McFarland said. "I think when 
thoM around you are hitting 
it makes it easier for you to 
hit. Really that's been the nice 
thing about our lineup. If you 
go one through nine, we've gd 
guys that are swinging the bat 
pretty good, so the pitcher re- 
ally has no chance to rest. That 
might not always be the way, 
but right now it is and Wi II 
take it." 
The Dukes also wore domi- 
nant in the field, especially in 
the first three innings. They 
caught Nate Parks of Virginia 
Tech stealing second base, 
turned a double play in the 
next inning and stopped the 
lead-off man in the third as 
sophomore third baseman Joe 
L*ke made an impressive play, 
nabbing a laser beam line-out. 
JMU's Cook got the win. 
Tech's Fryman got the loss and 
the Dukes took back the brag- 
ging rights - decisively. Prior 
to this game, the Hokies had 
beaten the Dukes in the last 
three contests. The Dukes still 
lead Virginia Tech in the over- 
all series 27-20 and finished 
the series at Virginia Tech yes- 
terday. 
The Dukes return home for a 
three game series against Dela- 
ware starting Friday at 2:30 p.m. 
at Long Field / Mauck Stadium. 
VT 000110120 —5   101 
JMU       052 341000—15190 
Greg Frvman, Bobby West (5), 
Casey Herald (9); Jacob Cook, 
Kurt Houck (6), Justin Wood (9). 
W — Cook, L — Fryman. 
2B — (VT) Jose Cueto, Warren 
Schaefier; (JMU) Joe Lake. HR — 
(JMUf Dan Santobianco 2, Kellen 
Kulbacki, NateSchill. 
Records: Virginia Tech (7-8), JMU 
(12-4) 
www. rinerrentals. com 
(540) 438-8800 
Still haven't secured your 
housing for next year? 
$    We still have 1,2,3 M Bedroom Units available! 
Group or Individual Leases. 
MS! 
ELON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006 
Now accepting applications for the charter class. 
web site: law.elon.edu 
for complete information and online application 
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu 
CREATING A NATIONAL 
MODEL OF ENGAGED 
I EARNING IN LEGAL 
EDUCATION 
I Emphasei on total student 
development, exceptional 
legal knowledge and 
skills, leadership and 
CIVK involvement and 
international study 
I Learning experiences in the 
aiea's leading law firms, federal 
and state courts, businesses, 
government agencies and 
nonprofit organizations 
I Home of the North 
Carolina Business Court. 
which handles business 
litigation in the school's 
courtroom and facilities 
■ Partner with the American 
Judicature Society's 
Institute of Forensic 
Science and Public Policy, a 
new national organization 
located near the law school 
NIT: Dukes to travel 
to Charlotte Friday 
NIT, from page 9 
against the 20-8 49ers. But for 
a team that's already beaten 
an NCAA tournament partici- 
pant, |MU's biggest enemy at 
this point might be the fatigue 
they're trying to fight through. 
Sophomore point guard An- 
drea Benvenuto played 125 
minutes of basketball in three 
days at the conference tourna- 
ment. Young played 119 and 
junior center Meredith AJeidl 
had 111. Still, their season has 
been prolonged for at least one 
moreganu'. 
'Three-hundred and sixty-five 
days ago, our season was over,' 
Brooks said. 'These kids hav> 
worked hard and we're accom 
plishing big things. There's an ex 
citement that surrounds this." 
So the Dukes broke huddl* 
Tuesday afternoon not with "NI" 
champs" but with 'Together.' 
After five months of basketball 
JMU rolls into a one-and-don> 
tournament undermanned, fa 
tigued and talking about heart 
So perhaps the change in chan 
is appropriate because the man 
thing still keeping this battle 
weary team from the off-seasoi 
is each other. 
GET YOUR FREE PIC. T1HKT!!! 
$tftofyv 
PlW"lowv 4WV)17 
COME IN AND GET A CLUB CARD, 
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS 
AND GET A FREE PIG T SHIRT! 
»1 IMMIMI iACT  
1 1KB THB FIRST s l BP 
toward a rewarding lc«al WWW with • rrrtifu-ati- 
Irom (leorffi'town Uniwrsitv 
Paralegal Studies 
(KRTII'ICATI; PROGRAM 
Join the flil lane Gcorjptowri 
University Sonunef pm^rjm uu^hi 
In prominent members of the 
Mshsngtoa, DC legal lommunity. 
and Acquire the -.kills neeesar) i»> 
become HI effective ptrltpl 
Vtonlm^ to out gnduites, ilu* 
American BarAjsociation approved 
pnjgaiU " ■"' KW imrMin.-nt fin 
"anyone interevted in punum^ j 
paraky.il career <>r petting exposure 
tn tin- k-iyi arena prtot u- Im ■cnooL" 
SUMMER INTENSIVE PKCXiRAM 
MAY 24-AUGUST M 
.1 /.'H'-j-j/ tfypu It KfHked fu timbrim. 
/vr priority nutiUnuwn, &4ttK mhtnn 
y-'iir tfftiuliM by April 17 
Fur an a|>plii-uti»n. plea-sr call 
(202) 687-8700 or vlfU 
www.gcorgctown.c<lu/sc.i/p.ip 
Georgetown University 
SCHOOL OF CONTINUING STUDIES 
ML 
Vou've tanned with the rest 
mm (omi'(timvilh (he host for 
Nth 
**ty 
■■■ BBj     4NM$ IBjBHP 
%lf ID 
i& 
B^B^BJ BJ » —^IM 
Whcitson vour mine 
Competitive Pricing with the area's cleanest salon and most friendly service. 












Caiie While. Kdiior 
Jill Yaworski. Assistant Editor 
breezearts@ hotmailxom 
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Alumnus bleeds purple, but signs 
photo cainen of ROSS COPPhRMAN 
23-year-old Copperman experienced music at an early age. beginning to 
play the piano at the age of three. Nowadays, the singer-songwriter has 
opened for such acts like John Mayer and Rod Stewart. 
BY ZACH BEARD 
STAFF WRITER 
Rocker Ross Copperman ('04) may be on his way to drink- 
ing Tang-flavored screwdrivers in aviator sunglasses and a 
scarf on at 10 a.m., or he could be busting h>s ass to conquer 
the music industry — and the heart of your little sister — 
one piano anthem at a time. But all Copperman really wants 
to do is rock like it's 1995. 
Copperman, 23, has just inked a deal with Sony BMG 
UK, where he has been writing songs with the Matrix, 
the team of hit makers responsible for Avril Lavigne, Ja- 
son Mraz and Liz Phair. Being in select company, the 
JMU grad knows that a Duke must bleed purple before a 
record can reach gold. 
It was a long road from Harrisonburg to London. Cop- 
perman's first gig was with his high school band in front 
of eight people at a bar in his hometown of Roanoke. But 
pressure is pressure; there's no difference between bar 
patrons picking through peanut shells or the corporate 
pressure of big-wig record executives trying to pick you 
apart. 
"I just get up there and play my ass off," Copperman said. "It 
GOLD 
Copperman signs major 
record deal with Sony 
doesn't matter who it is. I've showcased for every president of 
every major label sitting there listening with blank expressions 
and arms crossed." The 23-year-old has toured for two years and 
played in front of major labels from NYC to Los Angeles. 
The constant pressure eventually got to Copperman. He thought 
about ei ving up nis music career at least once a week.    ' 
"This business is extremely stressful, and there are times that 
you just want to throw in the towel," he said. "The ones who 
succeed in this business are the ones that can take it the lon- 
test." Copperman has been involved in music for a long time, 
eginning at the age of three, he began fumbling with a piano 
and the reverb on a Yamaha keyboard. 
Experiencing music at an early age developed a skilled mu- 
sical sense that led the singer-songwriter to open for such acts 
as John Mayer, Maroon 5 and Rod Stewart last summer. 
Today's rock scene is surviving an '80s makeup revival and 
a Hasidtc reggae MC. But Copperman assures that he has the 
piano skills to make the makeup smear on every pop-punk and 
neo-new-wave band out there. He also has the confidence to 
face down his musical peers. 
"I honestly hate getting compared to Gavin DeCraw," 
said Copperman. "He is great, but I'm going to knock him 
off the charts in a year or so." While it is still too early 
to align Copperman with the sound of one of his favorite 
bands. Oasts — the outspoken British blokes who made 
news making brouhahas in 1995 for heavy drinking — he 
wants to make it clear that he is not another pop star. 
Oasis managed to combine gritty rock credibility 
with mainstream success, and with a voice like Cop- 
perman's, which ranges between the high-pitched fal- 
setto sound of Chris Martin and the alternative rocker 
sound of Thorn Yorke, it is possible. 
Gabby Reyilla, Copperman's first manager, is the one 
who made his career possible at all. Copperman never 
planned on being an artist or even pursuing a record deal 
until one day she asked if she could be his manager. "She 
took my career to another level," Copperman said. 
Revtlla was important in establishing Copperman's 
reputation at JMU by forming a street team, which is 
a grassroots campaign run by fans that help promote 
an artist. 
"Ross'passion really comes through in his music," said 
Kristen Tomlinson, leader of Copperman's street team 
in a March 2004 article in The Breeze. "Being part of his 
street team, helping him make his dream come true, re- 
ally makes us feel good." 
After production of his new album, the first single will be 
released in June in the UK, and the record will be released 
in October, with subsequent releases in countries around the 
world later the year. After that, Copperman plans to tour the 
States in support of his album. 
Despite having his music released internationally, Cop- 
perman always remembers his start at JMU and his Vir- 
ginia upbringing, remaining humble like his roots. 
"If I blow up then that's great, but if not, I gave it a shot and had 
a hell of a time^" said Copperman. 










it LISA RONEY 
StrVF wHirm 
For "Harry Potter" fans, the 
fourth film in the series IS by far 
the best one yet, and luckily the 
two-disc special edition features 
succeed in matching the excel- 
lence of the movie. 
I he bonus features are di- 
vided into four parts: "Hogwarts 
Area," "Dragon Arena," The 
I ake" and "The Maze." Entering 
Hoe, warts glw the audience an 
[n-d>pth exploration of the cast 
.in.! the making of the fourth 
film. There are 10 minutes of ad- 
ditional scenes (which cannot be 
viewed one at a time), most of 
which an- worth watching. 
"Preparing for the Yule Ball" 
is ti rune minute look at how one 
of the film's most spectacular 
scenes was made. F.vervonefrom 
set designers to cast members 
discuss the grand-scale decora- 
tions and costumes, as well as the 
giueting process of learning how 
to ballroom dance. 
"Conversations with the 
Cast" is a 30-minute interview 
with the film's three main st.irs. 
Haniel Radcliffe (Harry Pot- 
ter), Rupert Cnnt (Ron Weasley) 
and I inin.i Watson (Hermione 
Granger). Filled with overly-ex- 
aggerated laughs and somewhat 
awkward questions, this is a fea- 
ture that only diehard fans may 
want to watch. 
"Reflections on the Fourth 
Film" spends 14 fun minutes 
with the cast and crew, talking 
about the maturations and im- 
provements of the child stars. 
In the "Dragon Area," the 
best ie.iture is "Meet the Cham- 
pions." It is a diary of the day- 
in-the-lite-o( the three Inwi/.ml 
Champions. It spends 13 minutes 
with the actors who play Harry's 
competitors, from their morning 
wake-up call to a day's filming 
end. Entertaining and intriguing, 
this is one Ie.iture that many 
see DVD. page 14 
REVIEW 
'How To Fall Apart' crumbles 
under complexity of characters 
Theatre II production depicts broken relationships 
■v MONICA BOOMS 
STrVT WRIJtR 
MatenalgiKxlsiAN'i UKI the space 
of fulfilling relationships. In this week's 
Theatre II production of "Hou lo lull 
Apart," a dysfunctional family refuses 
to mend their relationship problems, 
and instead verbally rip each other into 
shreds. 
"How To Fall Apart," is a student- 
written play by Becca Worthington 
('03), features Roger Hall, a nrofmoi 
in the school of theater and dance, 
RAISA ISON/sfctf photographer 
Sophomore Jackson Thompson and senior Anna Kate Bocknek perform as boyfriend and 
girlfriend In "How To Fall Apart." The play shows how broken relationships among love 
ones can tear apart families. 
and is directed by senior Millie Jura- 
schek. 
The California family spends hours 
of their lives combatively bickering and 
swearing. Howevet scenes would often 
become monotonous. Kir example, the 
fathet Charles (HallX dehvere a mono- 
logue revealing hid- 
den secrets about 
ruseharactet claim- 
ing that he wants 
to k-ave but it takes 
20 minutes for him 
to exit whik- repeat- 
ing the same story 
10 different ways. 
Should he stay or 
should he go — just 
do something. Over- 
all, the text bears 
little consistency in 
purpose and could 
benefit from editing 
Scene changes 
slow down the 
show's p,ue dr.is 
tically. The audi- 
ence often watch- 
es a bare stage or 
actors    changing 
props for minutes 
at a time in very 
dim light. Just as 
frequent blackouts 
break that barrier 
of concentration, 
watching minutes 

















sired      ef- RAISA ISON'Uctf phtHtwapher 
feet, but Professor Roger Hall, seen above with Susan Comfort, acted In the latest 
neverthe Theatre II production. Hall respected director senior Millie Juraschek. and 
less, these     |«t her take control of the performance as he became an actor. 
periods of 
semi-darkness are frustrating for the 
\ lewers 
Aesthetically, (unior Kevin Has- 
ser's set unifies the pnxiuction. The 
audience surrounds the stage on the 
three sides, allowing a more interest- 
ing view onto the stage than most 
Theatre If shows display Actors used 
the stage and properties comfortably, 
creating a realistic home environ- 
ment. 
On working with a faculty mem- 
ber, (uraschek, who directed the play 
said Hall did not cross any boundar 
les of imposing his previous directonal 
pxpenence on jurascheck's production. 
'There was a transition period of me 
getting used to being a director especially over s, mie- 
one that I look up to," Juraschek said. "But it wasn't 
long before I was comfortable giving direction and 
being firm in my desires, [flail] was great about re- 
specting our new'relationship 
"How lb Fall Apart" depicts broken relationships 
and how one's lite passes b\ more e|inckl\ than can 
lv imagined. However, these relationships are never 
solidified Instead actors fluctuate tmm one motive to 
the other so that the build up in characterization never 
fully peaks. In order for relationship to eninible. they 
have to exist in the first pUe 
"How To Fall Apart" runs in Theatre II 
next to Klflko'l On South Main Street, I luirs 
day through Saturday at 8 p.m. lukets are 
sold bwo hours betore e\ er\ performance and 
are $3. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
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MARK     YOUR 
CALENDAR 
16 17T8~T9~ 
THURSDAY       FRIDAY       SATURDAY       SUNDAY 
 I I "Illl IIIIHIIII I HI" Illllllllllllllllll I HIM I I I  
BILLIARDS 
Enter the Gold 
Crown Billiards 8-Ball 
Tournament. Tourna- 
ment begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Participants play free 
the hour before! 
REGGAE 
Listen and dance 
to reggae music per- 
formed by a live band 
at Guzman's Mexican 
Restaurant from 8 p.m. 
to 12 a.m. 
LIVE MUSIC 
Rock out at the St. 
Patrick's day jam. Come 
to The Pub. The band 
Fatskeys will play live. 
SPORTS 
Go to Dave's Down- 
town Taverna for the 
2006 NCAA Men's Col- 
lege Basketball Tour- 
nament. Watch all of 
the action on the big 
screen with your fel- 
low basketball fans! 
DANCE 
Dance the night 
away to Spanish con- 
cert music, salsa and 
merengue at La Haci- 
enda from 9 p.m. to 2 
a.m. 
RELAX 
Let off some steam 
after a stressful first 
week back from break! 
Come to the weekend 
blowout at The Artful 
Dodger. 
OPEN DJ 
Drink some coffee 
and enjoy your favor- 
ite tunes at The Artful 
Dodger. Just bring your 
own vinyl! 
KARAOKE 
Try some Spanish kara- 
oke at Guzman's Mexican 
Restaurant! Choose from 
all variationis of music 
including hip-hop, mexi- 
i.in. dance and merengue 




Offers behind-the-scenes look 
at spectacular film settings, 
interviews with cast members 
DVD, from page 13 
should    enjoy.    Also    in- 
cluded    is   a   six   minute 
inside look at one tit the 
film's      biggest      sn-nes, 
"Harn  vt   the Horntall; 
The first  l.isk 
In The Lake is "In Too 
Deep: The Second Task," 
a 10-minute behind the 
scenes look at the movie's 
awesome underwater se- 
quence. 
i he Maze alto ln< ludci 
a   seven-minute   look   at 
how the film's most tens,' 
scene was created. "He 
Who Must Be Named" 
spends II minutes docu- 
menting the film's vital 
climatic scene in which 
the first three films have 
been leading up to. 
"Harry Potter and the 
Goblet of Fire" is a bril- 
liantly made movie, and 
the bonus features explore 
all aspects of it. As an ob- 
sessive fan of the series, I 
can say that this film is the 
best book-to-film adapta- 
tion in the series thus far. 
Katie M. Auville 
Stylist 
Specializing in 
Haircuts & styles 
Foil Highlights 
Formal/Wedding Updos & Makeup 
1910 Erickson Ave. 
432-6775 or 820-9852 
m-f9am-8pm 
sat 9am-5pn\ 
scrapbooking CRAFT HOUSE 
drawng&painting 3 j 3 faff Ave. 
yarn&knitting between Valley Mall 
matting&framing      tcostco 
beads,beads,beafc    434-9987 
&so much more mmwUAtm 
I »urab 
I •. 1U11 ■■ [ JMIX 









I r. M i\< s 
Sou|» Mix 
Si|ru|) 
ii||t'i- A l«'«» 
Also featuring products from companies like: 
Byrd Mill Graves' Mountain 
Pasta Valente Woodpecker Farms 
Chile Man Golden Angels 
Shawnee Springs Route 11 
Purely American 
and others 
Blue Crab Bay 
Olde Shenandoah 
Open Monday - Saturday Bam - 5pm 
Tom Tutwller, Owner     540.434.4334     124 S. Main St. 
Pamper your pets at 
Valley Vets! 
| Dr. Vicky Strickland 
Dr. John Daly 
Small Animal • Medical Surgery 
Boarding • Grooming 433— VETS 
498 University Blvd.   Across from COSTCO 
FLAVORS OF THE WEEK 




*j*I>W*TiW    \~Buy One 
Klines 
ConeorCup\ 





58 E. Wolfe St. £r 2425 S. Main St., Harrisonburg , 
540-434-6980 540-434-4014 
Waffle Cones .55 Extra 
1 coupon per person 
Expires 0330.2006 
Wburg Stores Only 
CLASSIFIED 
Go to wwwjhehreezej>TKlila.ssifieds to post to read classifieds and more! 
FOR RENT 
FURNISIIhD TOWNHOUSE. 3- 
Bedroom. 2 5 ll.uli. furnished. Washer' 
Oiycr. I -room Mill available for female 
Madison .Square   J195'month 578-0510 
ROOMATES      WANTED.      LARGE 
Ibwnhoux Near Campus. 
$250-125. 703-512-8159 
1 BEDROOM HOUSE Oood condition. 
Conveniently located. W/T>. available 
8/17.        $735.        (540)       433-1569 
2 ROOMATES WANTED (irad student 
in 3 bedroom house on quiet W. Water St 
seeking roommates. Off -street parking, 
all amenities, wireless internet. I mile 
from JMU campus. Rent - $150 ♦ 
utilities. (703) 489.9461 
FIVE BEDROOMS. ELIZABETH ST. 
two baths, all appliances, internet, 
parking. excellent        door plan 
-(540) 568-3068 
MOVING/LIVING OFF CAMPUS? Go 
to sveb.jmu edu/ocl/listings.htm, JMtl's 
official site for off-campus housing, 
roommates, and furniture Great for 
advertising sublets, rentals 
(434) 817-0721 
AVAII AMI I NOV. Sunchasc Apartment 
Male or female welcome (co-ed 
apanmcntl and the lease ends July 2006 
S335/month includes water, scsver. trash. 
Contact the office at 442-4800 or e-mail 
us at leasing sunchasefu msc-rent cian for 
more info EHO 




Sill II1VIIV, \1M |(|R RIM | 
BEDROOM MAY. JUNK. JULY $300/ 
MONTH (757) 879-1892 
NEED A ROOMATE! 2 BR. I 5 Bath on 
N  High.   I  mile   from campus.  $2807 
month kiesmaam'aimuedii 
(540) 521-0182 
LARGE I 111 l>Kt « iM APARTMENT. 
Great location, almost new, ssasher/dryer, 
dishwasher, no pets, available 8/06. 
$535, (540) 433-1569 
LARGE ONI BEDROOM 
APARIMENT. Close to campus, good 
condition, AC, available 8706, No pets, 
$410, (540) 433-1569 
FOR RLN1 Two bedroom, double-wide 
trailer on horse farm comfortable, quiet, 
8 mi. from JMU Includes utilities. 234- 
9711 (540) 421-5994 
FOREST HILLS MANOR 2 roommates 
needed for 4 bdrmTH 2006/2007 school 
yr. Large bedrooms, private hath No 
pels (540) 433-2279 
FOR SALE 
1997 HYUNDAI tLANTRA WAOON 
<127k mi Stvtdard IrafwmiviMin Vcr> 
good condition. gre* mpg 
$2000 434-6314 
FOOSBALL TABLK harvard brand 
professional grade excellent condilion 
$250      560-9542      (540J      879-994? 
|HELP WANTED| 
ItAKIl NI)IN(.' S250/da> potential No 
experience neccssar) Training provided. 
(800)%5-6520 Ext2l2 
I AKN CASH - < 'KJ-C till is looking for 
student* (o help with an upcoming 
pronurtion at JMU on March 18. Pa> will 
be Cash- day of <$I0/HR| Sororities/ 
Fraternities welcome If interested plea>c 
call Nathan or Iwnail 
nathandorezasM'hotmail com 
^40> 216-4675 
SHENANDOAH RIVER OUTFITTERS 
■■S hiring for May to Sept come work with 
us on the river. Good driving record, 
outgoing, energetic, able to work 
weekends, full/part time   800-6canoe2 
SUMMER NANNY Fulltime summer 
nanny position for 2 boy* (9 and 7) in the 
Reston/llemdon area Own car a plus 
Likc-in option available Pool 
membership, flexible schedule, generous 
lime off (301>2l5-8S80day.<703)7l6- 
0304 evenings; frankomruhhrni.org 
(J0I) 215-8880 
A GREAT SUMMER AT THE BEACH1 
Steamers Shellfish To Go. a Gourmet 
Take-Out Restaurant on the Outer Ranks 
"INC. is seeking summer help Employee 
housing is available. Please contact 
L iri4a by email at s**llnshtogoW*arthl ink 
net  or  by   phone  at  (252)  453-3305 
TOUR GUIDES WANTED No 
experience necessary Weekend and 
weekday work. Must hasc dependable 
(ransportation. Call for appointment 
Endless Caverns. 896-2283. 
WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey www. 
GetPaidToThink.com 
FUN IN THE SUN! Lifeguards wanted 
in North Myrtle Beach. "Will train." no 
experience. Apply 
www.nsbslifcguardi.com. 
ACAC Summer Camp in Charlottesville, 
VA is looking for 2006 Camp Counselors 
Call    Sarah     at     (434)    978-PI.AY 
for more information. 
LIVE AND WORK ON the Outer Banks 
(Nags Head area) this summer. Now 
hiring for all positions Please \ isit www 
mworth.com for more information and an 
employment ar,)plKation. 
SUMMER   JOB  ACAC-Rjchmond   b 
building an exciting, cnlhusicastic 
Summer ('amp 1 earn for our 2006 season 
lull-time hours in a fun environment. 
Call (804) 378-1600. 
APPRENTICESHIP   ON    ORGANIC 
Vegetable & Herb Farm, learn skills for 
sustainable    living.       Call   810-2587 
        lt'1 '"'   ._ ■'J'|'1 "■•''">" 
IfiHil.STRlil.i 
<B<n P. fyi« 
A JMU SPECIAL EVENT! 
An absolutely out of control, wet & wild, 




Thursday March 16th 
9:00pm 
Showcasing an enormous Foam 
Party Pit & of course DJ & dancing 
all night long. 
JMU - Can vou survive the foam? 
We'll see you at Mainstreet. 
Mainstreet Bar & Grill is perfectly located at 153 South 
Mainstreet in downtown Harrisonburg just a few blocks 
from campus. 
For more information please call Mainstreet Party Line 
at 433-MAIN (6246) 
TH»: BKKEZE \www.thebreeze.org  | THURSDAY. MARCH 16. 2006115 
LIFEGUARD JOBS ln.ni Pool Service, 
ii NOW HIR'INGl Pool Manager* A 
I ifcguards! full & I'art-Iimc Positions 
available in Arlington. Alexandria, 
fairfax, and l.oudoun Contact kell> ai 
703-586-7567 or email: 
kphillipsliitilanpools   org 
SI MMER JOB N<>K1 HERN VIRGINIA 
Academy Sealers, an expanding dm .-is ,i> 
soil coaling company, seeks JMU 
students to run crews Earn S550 a week. 
no experience necessary (all or email 
driscv.ayynadelphia.nel Located in 
Chamilly.    Virginia    (703)   2a7-7S2ft 
BUSINESS OR MARKETING MAJOR 
to work at local business on Fridays and 
Saturdays and full time in summer Could 
lead to full time upon graduation 
(5401 433-1234 
SUMMER JOBS - NO WEEKENDS 
llanoser County. VA Paris and Recreation 
is seeking Summer Recreation Aides, 
Recreation Thcrapuctic Aides and 
Recreation Supervisors for the upcoming 
summer program. For more information or 
to apply go to ssu-vshanosercountyions 
com 11 H-.MrVDV 
WANTED 
HEAVY F.QI IPMF.NT 
OPERATOK 
IRAIMMi FOR 
I.MPI.OYMI N I 
f\ 
Ullll*W.S    II Kkh.^s 
Loaders. Dump Trucks, 
tiraclcrv Scranerv 
I  M.iv.iMr-s 
ham in Virginia 
Next Class: Nov 7th 
-National < Vrtilicjtion 
-Hnancial Avsitiancc 
•Job Placciiu-nt AIMM-IIKI 
1*00-383-7364 
Associated Training Services 
mi MMsttooteAoa 
Live this summer at the Beach and work 
with Telescope Pictures/Sunra> s Studio 
in Ocean City. MlWirginia Beach. VA 
Earn up to SI 0.000.00. 
Housing is Available 
r'or more information visit our wehsile 
and APPLY ON-LINE www. 
sunraysstudio.com or call 
1.724.322.1858. E. O. E 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT IN NO. VA. 
Collegiate Sealers located in Cruntillv 
VA is now hiring for our summer 
dnvcwa) sealing season. Start at SI0.007 
hr W increases based on performance 
Summer employees avg. 40-50 hrs/wk 
w/ O.T alter 40 hrs. Call us today 800- 
220-7615 or email 
collegialcscalcrto mindspring.com 
EXCELLENT OPPOR11 INIT Y 
(iraduating Senior Couple to live in and 
work at local business Man may have 
other employment Must have good 
computer, sales, and telephone skills. 
May stan part lime immediately 
(540) 433-1234 
SECRETARY POSITION Pan-lime 
secretary needed for small office 15-20 
hours   per   week Knowledge    of 
OuickBuoks. AppleWorks, and Microsoft 
Office u plus. Fax resume to 540-833- 
5181.     Or     call     (540|     833-6104 
Lost & Found 
SSKL V.AKDSS I .o>t si/c ~> gold ring with 
greenish-blue Caribbean lopu/ MMM 
stone, and 4 small surrounding CA BttW 
last at Sunchasc Apis, It has great 
sentimental    value     (6101    213-2735 
SERVICES 
If you are a surv i.or o| MRU. MMM and 
need a safe place to turn, there is a support 
group available for JMI' students. Ihe 
group prov idesaconlidential environment 
to share experiences. Contact Laura 
(boydlw)       for      more       information 
I    TRAVET" 
NAGS     HEAD     4-MOMII     Student 
Rentals,   seahrce/erejlts coin 
(2521 
NAGS HEAD 4-MOMII Student 
Summer Rentals, seabrec/ereally com 
(2521 255-6328 
SKVDIVI ' One Dr. I nsl lump, from 
13.500'! 22 (umper aircralt. SiuJcnt 
Discounts' (iitt CcnilK.ilc.1 
v. vv wskydivcorange.com 
(540| 943-6587 
How to place a 
classified: 
•go to viviw.tlu'hri'i'/.i'. 
ors/classilicds 
-enter >our infoi mal nn 
for ii an customer and 
stiirl yow ad 11ul.i\' 
SO Easy, SO simple 
Work with i company that values 
individual qiowth and learning. 
Jom our full-service restaurant team 
and enjoy the hind of oood life that 




Full and rart-tlimi. All Shifts 
Apply in person or online it 
$150 Sign-On Bonus 
to anyone who brings in 
this ad and is hind! 
Uno Chicago (.nil 
6363 Seven Corners Center 
falls Church. VA 
119481 fair Oils Mall 
Falrfu.VA 
5935 Kingstowne Towne Center 
Ale.andria. VA 
7272 Wisconsin As*. 
Bethesda MO 
3058 Gatehouse Plua 
falls Church, VA 
11948 H.i 1,1 SI. 
Helton, VA 
21035 Dulles Town Center 
Stirling, VA 
7390 Alias Walk Way 
Gainesville. VA 
10701 Bulloeh Dr. 
Nanassas, VA 
t. 
I :,n."'v-.-, .-..—■ 
0*i**m,t,-i->** u 
Visit the greatest site in the world at... 
www.thebreeze.org 
haute couture 
what sets us 
you could. 
get used to this1 
10%   Ott   flLL   luYICtt.   WIT4J      J.IT1.U.   I.D 
I(>   Tin RSDAI . MARCH 16, 2006   www.ihcbreeze.org I THK BKKK/.K 
Sludcnl-Wrillcii 
RAISA ISONIMffplkiloitnplirr 
Still Paying Off Spring Break Bills? 
>+, 
JAMES MCHONE 
jewelry ■ ■ ■ ■■■■ 
Is giving away $ 1 00 CdS U 
to one person wearing their I-Shirt 
TtascWv) March Jlili <>:•'?() Basemeni of the College (leatei 
Dim'i have a l-Sliin. \i.»ii m (ln» Mown ai 75 Court Bquare next to Hank of America 
j«|Onlv The  Breeze  has 
Qlrtb and 
The College of Education recognizes: 
Dr. Steven Purcell 
Dr. LouAnn Lovin 
Dr. Doris Martin 
Dr Margaret Kyger 
Distinguished Teacher Award 
Madison Scholar 
Distinguished Service Award 
Essie Glass Award 
CONGRATULATIONS 
to our outstanding faculty! 
CHECKMATE 
WMULWMMAKE 
rag warn M@WI? 
ASH BY 
CROSSING 
Sign up with Ashby Crossing today and 
Get What You Want! 
/191 Devon Lane 
Harrisonburg, VA 
432-/00/ 
of the 'burg 
Do YOU Know 
What's Good in 
Harrisonburg? 
Give us the long and the short 
of it on www.thebreeze.org 
